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The prologue is the beginning of the show. It is the time

when the actors and actresses get the pre-show jitters out of

their systems. It is the time when we are told what to expect

in the future. The Shawnigan prologue begins with the ar-

rival of our staff, academic and otherwise, and the School

Prefects. The next arrivals are the parents and new students,

looking slightly apprehensive and scared, not knowing what

to expect. The last arrivals are our returning students, cool,

calm and collected. They have been through this a thousand

times in their minds. Some of the first things that happen

are the Grade 8 camping trip, the Round-the-Lake relay and

the Inter-House volleyball. These things all add to the

Shawnigan experience, giving us a taste of what could

happen in the future. This is the time when we meet

our first friends, or when we rejoin our old ones.

We meet the people we have to live with for the

next ten months. This is the start, or the con-

tinuing of, our new life. It is a time of

new beginnings and new friendships.

Ms. W. Woollven and Noelle

Daigle chat while waiting to wel-

come new Groves' House girls.

Domonique, Zein, Jay and Joel

catch up on their socializing on

the first day of school.
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Marty Allard runs as fast as he

canfor Ripley's in the Round- the-

Uike relav.

Daphne Fang competes in the

Inter-House Volleyball, one ofthe

first events this year.

Pro lo g u

e

Mr. Noble and his dog Coco enjoy the

lovely weather at the Inter-House Volley-

ball.

James, Sterling, Ben and Sean re-

lax on the fields and watch Inter-

House Volleyball.

Page Design: Heather Rycraft
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O n the

Set
When you look around, some of the most
amazing backdrops ever created sur-

round you. As the years go by, the stage

on which our school is set becomes more
elaborate and beautiful. A lot of expan-

sion is taking place this year, moving us

into the next millennium. The grounds are

changing from season to season and
once again the houses are becoming

families. During our show this year the

setting has been much the same as last,

but this year we hope you take more time

to enjoy its wonderful essence. This is one

of the most glorious places in which our

production could possibly take place.
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/n the theatre

the -producers

are the people

zuho make the show

happen. In (Publica-

tions ive take the pic-

tures and create the

pages that in the end

add up to be the

Shawnigan year-

book. We have tried

to put together a

yearbook^ that ivitt

make you remember

the good times and

memories that we

have shared. 'The

theme of this year's

book, incorporates all

the different acts,

scenes and roles that

a theatrical produc-

tion wouldhave and

ties them in with life

at Shawnigan.

iProducti

Ariana Denison

Miguel describes to 94rs. Leary what he. is doingfor his Cayout

and design.

Junior yearbool^Staff: 9{athan, 'Mike, Jimmy, Sheridan, 'Dave,

(Darren, Odeather, and Charmaine.
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Helena Chou

yEAS&OO'K.

-Managing Editor-

Ariana (Denison

-Graphic 'Editor-

Helena Cfiou

JL«<""

Sheridan and 'David try to de-

cide xokich pictures to use on

their pages.

JllVtIOVL

-Photographer-

'Bryan 'Walk&r

-Layout Artists-

9{athan Amies

CDavid Ho ivson

Jimmy Jung

Leanne MacLean

'Mike %eid

Heather Rycraft

'Daren CauCder

Charmaine Ho

Sheridan CandeCaria

S'E^OfK,

-Photographer-

Miguel Choi

-Layout Artists-

Qrace rByun

Britt Jrench

'Bethany Jones
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Most Athletic

Noelle Daigle & Tim Bow en-Roberts

Nicest Smile
Steele Allhouse & Kitnmy Raabe

Most Academic
Arthur Guest & Nicole Gibbs

Most Hyper
Austen Kenzie & Natalie Smith

Nicest People
Martin Scott & Rubx Parhar

Most Artistic

Waxne Chut & Helena Cho

m
Page Design: Helena Ch



Most Talented
Devon Johnston & Heather Schaan

Leaders of the Pack
Casex Klaizner & Kate Hamilton

Best Dressed
Kelly Berg & Nadir Meratla

Future CEOs
AH Twiss & Morgan Evans

Most Helpful

Saul Hilchey & Melanie Schellenberg

Class Clowns
Brock Skelding A Men Buries

Page Design: Helena Chou



Best Eyes
Kathryn Scheske & Ryan Walchuck

Most Shy
Ronald Chan & Vivian Leung

Most Photogenic
Kristin Storry &. Ian Galbraith

Social Butterflies

Lisa DakinSc Tony Orlandi

vto, MMM
Party Animals
Ben Allard & Suz Hay

Future Politicians

Jane Mitchell & Scott McKendry

Page Design: Helena Chou
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Science Nerds
tuart Ward & Jessica Palmer

Most Adventurous
Dave Giovando & Cole Boyle

Dancing King & Queen
Brett Pinkerton & Natalie Grist

Future Models
Cydney Brown & Ryan Neumann

Future Movie Stars
Shelly Dale <t Brendon Sutton

Class Flirts

Seppe Laudisio & Domonique St Jean

Page Design: Helena Chou
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Sneaa SWeuiem
Shawnigan, one of the most

productive shows in the en-

tire world! There is always

something happening.

Spirit Week, when everyone

gets really excited and

dressed up to boost the mo-

rale of the cast, Winter-

House Volleyball. Jield

Hockey Championships,

House Outings, and Jme

Art Concerts keep the show

moving at a hectic pace.The

routine ofclasses and prep

is interrupted by so many

events. Every week some-

thing new happens, the

Cross-Dress Dinner, Ski

Week and House Christ-

mas parties. There are also

backstage promotions of

the Qrad Class committees

that produce dances and

other fun events for the stu-

dent body. All of this activ-

ity makes ms the very best

show in town' This doesn't

just happen, many people

have to work hard to keep

the ^how roiling.

. rah posz for a a.w k pit f^re during Spirit V.

page design tfritt Jrench



'aSimliuulSmMlSilik shows that he's a true clown'
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Althouse, Colby

Amoros, Marco

Bolton, Mathew

Bromage, Daniel

Brown, Justin

Cabezut, Alberto

Spencerand Sheridan create their

pumkin while in the backround

some of the Grade 8 girls work

on their own project.

Candelaria, Sheridan

Curvelo, Tyler

Dalrymple, Fionade

Montmorency, Jason

Fang^Daphne

Feist, Jason

Forbes, Toni

Fugman, Charles

Thefuture at a glance
McDonald's server Matt Bolten Geach, Kyle

Professional Rugby player Jay de Montmorency Hill, Natalie

Cafeteria worker Toni Forbes

Logger Jason Feist

Bar owner Spencer Pride

Shawnigan employee Katie Rolston

Assassin Harris Richer

Terrorist Dustin Vioen

Figure skater Charles Fugman
Garbage man David Hofmann

Comedienne Whitney Mclnnis

Boxer Zamain Keshwani

Priest Phil Wurr

Dancer Kate & Erin Tweedie

Hair Stylist Alberto Cabezut

Hofmann, David

Page design: Sheridan Candelaria
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Jackson, Jessica

Johnston, Graeme

Keshwani, Zamain

Laudisio, Enza

Laudisio, Sergio

Mclnnis, Whitney

Class of 2003
It's too bad that Mrs.

Dalrymple is not around

to rescue her daughter

from those mischievous

Renfrew housemates.

Thompson, Toler

Tweedie, Erin

Tweedie, Kate

Vioen, Dustin

Wu, Samantha

Wurr, Phillipp

Neff, Tanya

Poupard, Jessica

Pride, Spencer

Richer, Harris

Rolston, Katie

Neat, Jessica

wwrti Katie, Whitney, Toni, Zamain and Samantha pose for the camera before

carving their masterpieces.

19
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Allard, Patty

Allison, David

Basskin, Kate

Beecroft, Aisha

Birnie, Jennifer

Bouey, Evan

Brewer, Kristen

Brown, Cayley

Bunting, Nicola]

Cassin, Chris

Caulder, Daren

Cheek, Ryan

Cheng, Eric

Cheng, Eric Y.T.

Fuller, Vanessa

Garg, Davin

Giovando, Bruce

Groot, Tim

Hamilton, Chris

Heaton, Kira

Ho, Charmaine

Home, Alex

Jaballa, Antonio

Kemp, Peter

Page design: Daren Caulder
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Class of 2002

Now Iam a Grade 9
This year is a surprising year. We are no longer the Grade

8's who always get ordered around by the Grade 12 's and

it is nice to be no longer the youngest in the School. Also

we have a bit more selection in academics, such as choos-

ing to be in Band 9 or doing the rotation. However, the

things we have to learn are more difficult and there is much,

much more prep. In addition we are not given as much

time to write tests. We Grade 9's take care of the Grade 8's

in the House and help orient them to their new circum-

stances. However, Grade 9 is a bit harder than Grade 8

because the teachers think that because you are in Grade

9, you should know this or that. In Houses, the Grade 12 's

and House Directors won 't help you as much because they

think that you can now stand on your own feet. Sports

coaches seem to think that we are now nearly profession-

als! But generally speaking, it is really nice being in Grade

9—even if Grade 12 would be better!

Here is Davin in a goofy mood.

Itjust shows that you don 't al-

ways have to be serious even

ifyou are a top scholar.

Cynthia is deep in thought as she

contemplates the next step in her

fashion project. Designing is hard

work!

Laura looks as if she has been taken by surprise as she works the

wheel. Her masterpiece is in its very early stages so it is hard to tell

what it will become.

21
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Life in Ripley's seems very

rough. Eric Cheng and

Chris Hamilton are going

to knock a hole in the wall

if they are not careful.

Vanessa looks happy as she

poses for a photo while visit-

ing her friend in the Grade 8

room.

Laura and Jennie are so

noisy during prep that they

have to be taped up to keep

them quiet— or is itjust a

joke ?

Good morning - or is it?

Shane Dembiski and David

Williams always look a little

sleepy at breakfest.

Rugby is life! Kevin Finucane

and Chris Cassin are so keen

that thay can't stop playing

even when they are off the

field.

Page Design: Jimmy Jung
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Klaizner, Dezirae

La Couvee, Darcy

Latimer, Justin

Lee, Mimi

Lobay, Michael

Luckhurst, Joe

Lyons, Tiffer

Macdonald, Laura

MacPherson, Dieter

Malan, Derek

Martindale, Daniel

McFetridge, Natalie

McLean, Cameron

Mitchell, Ian

Nielsen, Lisa

Parmar, Arjun

Patricio, Henri

Peterson, Kiel

Schaan, Katie

Smith, Mike

Sparks, Jo Ana

% f

Thompson, David

Tsai, Lisa

van Leeuwen, Mike

Wheaton, Laura

Williams, David

Williams, Kyle

Yen, Cynthia

Yen, Michael

Yole, Christine

23
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Althouse, Courtenay

Amies, Nathan

Aylwin, Trevor

Barnsley, Cara

Basarab, Chelsea

Bhatti, Michael

Binkley, Lysette

Birkbeck, Griffith

Bosenberg, Erin

Brade, Rebecca

Bruce, Julian

Buchanan, Andrew

Burson, Rory

Butler, Ben

Campbell, Heather

Cape, Tony

Cardenas, Camila

Chang, Alex

Who is taking a picture ofwhom ?

Jim decides that two can play the

photography game while Mark
and Bryan look a little confused

by the whole thing.

Marcus must be a very carefree

guy if he doesn't even seem con-

cerned while being attackedfrom

behind

The coolest Grade 10's always

enjoy chilling at Mason's.

Page design: David Howson

We think that Sebastian is considering applyingfo

his Canadian citizenship after having had so man

great experiences at Shawnigan.
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Chang, Jim

Chang, Serena

Charleson, Missy

Chong, Ken

Chu, Joanne

Compston, John

Class of 2001

Cooper, Brendan

Cooper, Ian

Creighton, Sarah

Dakin, David

Davis, Rob

IThree down, two to go:

Have you ever wondered how many hours you spend doing things

at Shawnigan —and how many hours you still have to put in be-

fore you graduate? Those Grade 10's who have been here since

Grade Eight might be interested in the following statistics. We
think that some of them are a little scary!

Time already spent Still to go

Lessons 2460 hrs. 1650 hrs.

Prep 990 hrs. 663 hrs.

Chapel 200 hrs. 135 hrs.

Cleaning our rooms 200 hrs. 135 hrs.

Sports and Fine Arts 880 hrs. 590 hrs.

Showering (Guys) 230 hrs. 52 hrs.

Showering (Girls) 460 hrs. 120 hrs.

Sleeping 5520 hrs. 3700 hrs

Walking to Masons 200 hrs. 150 hrs.

Eating (and waiting to eat) 865 hrs. 577 hrs.

Page design: David Howson
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De La Mare, Erik

Duff, David

Duncan, Mackenzie

Duthie, Kia

Goodson, Joel

Gordon, Elisabeth

Griffin, Daniel

Han, Mark

Hanson, Nick

Hay, Kara

Hein, Sterling

Holman, Royce

Housser, Graeme

Houston, Iritana

Howson, David

Howson, Pixie

Huang, Ted

Jackson, Aisleagh

Jensen, Inga

Jung, Jimmy

Kenyon, Nathalie

Kujath, Jason

Laudisio, Gianni

he Huquet, Ariel

Lecky, Edward

Leighton, Hardy

Macdonald, Ian

MacLean, Leanne

McCallum, Jesse

McCrady, Scott

McCulloch, Sean

McGavin, Jennifer

McLeod, Chris

Page Design: Mike Reid
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Mitchell, Scott

Nesbitt, Loren

Pheasey, Earl

Phillips, Megan
Poling, David

Purtzki, Marcus

Quock, Alanna

Reid, Joel

Reid, Mike

Reuben, Mikaela

Rokeby-Thomas, Paul

Rolston, Jenny

Rycraft, Heather

Schiavuzzi, Sebastian

Shiels, Hailey

Shore, Graham

Sihota, Natasha

So, Sung Ho

Sollars, Karsten

Soutzo, Calin

Springgay, Elaine

Stavrakov, Nicholas

Thiesson, Sara

Tinker, James

Tweedie, Brendan

Vane, Jennifer

Walchuck, Allison

Walker, Bryan

Wallace, Harvey

Wang, Nicole

Williams, Evan

Wills, Ben

Wong, Melvin

27
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Paul and Eric look very cute but rather muscular, dressed up as girls

on Spirit Day.

Sarah looks very excited about the result of the Senior Girls'

Volleyball against Brentwood. Krista thinks it is just OK.

Ariana looks very cool in her

shades and they are certainly

helpful on such a sunny day.

A Ilard, Marty

Allison, Nathan

Anzai, Ketipon

Byun, Jason

Carswell-Engle, James

Carter, Meghan

Cheek, Corey

Choi, Miguel

Cooper, Nick

Copeland, Jamie

Davies, Shannon

De Leon, Anthony

Decorby, Spencer

Denison, Ariana

Dickens, Jessie

Douglas, Taylor

Duthie, Joel

Excel I, James

Page design: Charmaine Ho

Aune, Reid

Baum, Liana

Bell, Kurtis
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Class of 2000

Next year I'll be able to...

.stay out 15 minutes extra,

.not have a lights-out time,

go through the main door,

wear shoes in the House,

.go to Junior lunch ifI want,

.have a fridge in my room.

wear kilts to class (girls only)!

go to Duncan for dinner, instead of Friday's.

go to Grad parties.

do Grad pranks.

go to Grad.

GET OUT OF HERE!

Finlayson, Mary

Finucane, Conor

French, Britt

Gallagher, Ciara

Gowman, Andrew

Griggs, Maya
Groot, Erik

Hamilton, Meredith

Harvey, Monica

Harzan, Christy

Ho, Justin

Houghton, Paul

Johnson, Tristan

Jones, Bethany

Joslyn, Stephen

Kakish, Alison

Kan, Abraham

Kawerninski, Jeremie

Kean, Molly

Kim, Micheal

Page design: Charmaine Ho



Kim, Nicole

Kittiampon, Gabby

La Couvee, Geoffery

Lavertu, Etienne

Legun, Peter

Levinson, Yuichi

Liao, Louis

Luckhurst, Matthew

MacCallum, David

Maitland, Sam
Martinez, Arturo

Mathiesen, Jessica

Mawjee, Omar
McClure, Matt

Mc Court, Kristy

McDaniel, Kippy

McVean, Kirk

Meldrum, Jeremy

Moore, Annie

Moseley, Andrew

Munday, Lindsey

Murdoch, Eric

Nadeau, Ryan

Natterer, Janel

3L*a.*

The Grade 11 's may look

strange at Halloween, but

they are a nice bunch at

heart.

Page Design: Heather Rycraft



Russell, Andrew

Schellenberg, Barbara

Schlotter, Kylie

Scott, Christopher

Scott, Jennifer

Scott, Jonathan

Annie Moore and Janel

Natterer enjoy the won-

derful October weather,

while sitting in the Main

Gardens.

31
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•. G. Anderson Mr. D. Austin Mrs. C. Bridge Mrs. L. Carr Mr. S. Candelaria
Riflery Sr. Basketball, Jr. Field Hockey, Recreational Rec-Racquets

Volleyball Basketball Racquets Squash

Ar. J. Connolly Mr. A. Deane Mrs. L. Grass Mr. R. Grass Mr. M. Felix

Jr. Basketball, Sailing Jr. Field Hockey, Sailing, Squash Jr. Rugby, Fitness

Jr. Volleyball Squash

Mr. R. Filgate Mr. L. Fraser Mr. D. Hyde-Lay Mr. Hutchinson Mrs. A. Martin

Jr. Basketball, Ice Hockey, Karate, Rugby Rowing Sr. Field Hockey

Sr. Cross-Country Sr. Soccer

Page design: Helena Chou
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f

Mr. P. Yates (Director)

Outdoors

SAR

Mr. D. Mortly

Karate

Mr. S. Noble

Jr. Girls' Volleyball

Sr. Girls' Basketball

Mr. B. Patel

Jr. Girls' Basketball

Mrs. J. Piatt

Sr. Rowing

Mr. S. Rickard Mr. D. Robertson Mr. R. Samuel Mr. T. Sigfstead Mrs. A. Stapff

Jr. Boys' Basketball Colt A Rugby Rugby Fitness Outdoors

SAR
Rowing

Mr. C. Stapff Mr. D. Williams Ms. W. Woollven Mr. M. Wyatt

Sr. Girls' Vollyball Soccer Rowing Jr. Rugby

Rugby Fitness Basketball Jr. X-Country

Page design: Helena Chou
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Sr. Girls Field Hockey

The team does afew warm-up

laps before their game at the

Provincial Championships

Lindsey Munday, Molly Kean and Sylvia Siu show their Field

Hockey spirit.

Lisa Dakin, Christy Harzan and Kristin Storry watch the game from

the sidelines

Page Design: Ariana Denison
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Senior Girls Field Hockey
Captains:

Coach:

Games played:

Games won:

M.V.P's:

Memorable moments:

The season in a nutshell:

Coach 's Quote:

Noelle Daigle

Ms. Martin, Dave Robinson

XX
All league games

Noelle Daigle, Julie Strilesky,

Michele Mamacos, Suzanne

Hay, Heather Schaan

" Triumphant semi-final win

vs GNS. Goal by Suzanne

Hay and shutout by Julie

Strilesky."

"This team has gone farther

that any other team in the

history of the school."

"We have thoroughly enjoyed

coaching these girls. We could

not have asked them to give

any more of themselves."

ne Mitchell anticipates a pass These girls look like they have

the team watches nervously. had enough of running.

35
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Senior Soccer

The opposing team kicks the

ball past Josh Ray.

Seppe Laudisio successfully

tackles the Man in Blue.

Steve Jocelyn prepares to take

the throw-in.

Page Design: Daren Caulder
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Senior Boys' Soccer

Captain: Tim Bowen-Roberts

Coaches: Mr. D. Williams

Mr. L. Fraser

Games played:

Gaines won:

12

7

M.V.P's:

Most improved:

Tim Bowen-Roberts

Casey Klaizner

Steve Joslyn

Ian Galbraith

Memorable moment: "Both Juniors and Seniors

beating Gulf Islands on their

ground for the first time in

The season in a nutshell:

over ten years"

"Literally everywhere we
went we were the "underdogs"

yet we played exciting soccer

and won."

Coachs' Quote: "We were very proud of the

team's attitude, effort and style

of play"

* 3 H w 3 W :

tS !?

The team really enjoys playing

soccer in the sunshine.

The Senior Boys are disap-

pointed after the opposing team

scores a goal.

Back Row: D. Johnston, I. Galbraith, C. Mracek, B. Pinkerton,

T. Heinrich, R. Springford, J. Ross. SecondRow: R. Al-Alwan,

S. Joslyn, B. Sutton, C. Klaizner, E. Bland, Mr. D. Williams.

Front Row: J. Ray, S. Laudisio, T. Bowen-Roberts, R.

Robertson, T. Orlandi.

Back Row: A. Russell, R. Sutcliffe, M. Crompton.

Second Row: E. Murdoch, B. Topham, T. Cubitt, Mr. L. Fraser

Front Row: R. Walchuck, M. McDowell, J, Bateson, A. Martinez,

K. Holmq\>ist.

37
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Outdoors

Erik relaxesfor a second and enjoys the sunshine.

Ben demonstrates the proper way to do an Eskimo roll.

The boys practise their stuff before going out on their big kayaking

trip.

Page Design: Britt French
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Outdoors

Mr. T. Sigfstead

Mr. P. Yates

25 wins, losses!(ha,ha)

"Surf Kayaking at Long

Beach in storm with ten

foot swells."

The season in a nutshell: "Fun! ! !(I'm not sure if it

would fit in a nutshell)"

Coaches:

Games won:

Memorable moments:

Coach 's Quote: "When we cross this

channel, paddle hard so that

we don't get hit by that

Super Ferry over there!"

Back Row: Mr. T. Sigfstead, J. Duthie, C. Finucane, S. Althouse,

M, Luckhurst, M. Evans, J. Pocock, K. Bell, A. Guest,

Mr. P. Yates. Middle Row: C. Overton, M. Finlayson, C. Cooper,

B. A Hard, J. Read, W. Warnock, R. Stefan. Front Row:

C. Gallagher, R. Nadeau, E. Groot, P. Houghton, A. Kakish,

S. Brown.

Mr. Sigfstead and Steele have a good laugh.

What are you guys lookingfor down there? It seems as though

they've found something interesting at the bottom of the lake.

Looks like Ciara swallowed a little bit of water with that one.

39
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Rowing and Sailing

The sail boats take a restfrom

their usual rigorous activities

in the October sun.

Sarah prepares for another one of those Olympic-

athlete-creating rows

.

" Wjf TfcW ,
1 +ki*K X fa Sê iL

exbtK rope ^^ 7/ "
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Sailing

Captain: Steve Hay

Coaches: Mr. R. Grass

Mr. A. Deane

Regattas attended: 2

Regatta Platings: 4th in the Gladwell Regatta

M.V.P's: Jamie Copeland

Most improved: Corey Cheek

Stuart Ward

Dave MacCallum

Steve Hay

Austin Kenzie

Memorable moments: " Fall Dinghy Champion

ships aborted due to lack

of wind— all show and no

blow!"

The season in a nutshell: "This was a season for

building, and upon these

foundations a sharp and

determined team will form."

Coach 's Quote: "What are you waiting for?

A typhoon!?"

Rowing
Captains: Sarah Marshall

Sam Maitland

Coaches: Mrs. J. Piatt

Mrs. A. Stapff

Mr. D. Hutchison

Ms. W. Woollven

Regattas: 4

Platings: Six placings in the top three

M.V.P's: Sam Maitland

Peter Legun

Tristan Johnson

Kippy McDaniel

Most improved: Tristan Johnson

Memorable moments: "Novice boys 8+ great

wins & the sportsmanship

of the Senior girls giving

their ribbons to Nanaimo."

The season in a nutshell: "Good building platform

for the spring racing season."

Coach 's Quote: "No whining, and row in

the boat we put you in!"

Back Row: Y. Levinson, S. Wardle, D. Gowman, J. Boyles, S.

Stewart, R. Heaton, M. Phillips, A. Denison, O. Mawjee,

Middle Row: A. Deane, N. Ridout, T. Lyons, N. Allison, J.

Kawerninski, J. Hill, C. Scott, T. Douglas, Front Row: D.

MacCallum, J. Copeland, C. Cheek, S. Hay, S. Ward, A.

Kenzie, L. Baum

Kippy, Peter, Tristan, and Sam leave the dockfor the invigor-

ating row that Mrs. Stapff will inflict upon them.
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No, Louis this is not in the girls' It's a gruelling race for Spencer

race! All the runners werefollow- and Anthony but they did well

ing the same course. andfinished in the middle of the

pack.

Page Design: Miguel Choi

Miguel and David look confident that they will do well in the race.

Miguel was forth in his age group and David was third in his.
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Senior Cross Country

Captain: David Giovando

Coach: Mr. R. Filgate

Meets attended: One race

Positions attained: John So - 1st place

Helena Chou - 2nd place

Miguel Choi - 4th place

M.V.P's: David Giovando

Helena Chou

Most improved: Miguel Choi

Jeremy Meldrum

Memorable moments: "The Mud, Sweat and Tears

Race"

The season in a nutshell: "Fun and competitive—
workouts included long 10K

runs, races, mountain biking,

and Ultimate Frisbee."

Coach 's Quote: In the final race "Where are

the tears?"

elena, Cole and Kim set off strongly at the start of the 5.2 km race.

Back Row: Mr. R. Filgate, M. Han, J. Meldrum, D. Giovando,

A. Mason, L. Liao, Third Row: J. Engle, J. So, M. Allard,

D. Parsons, M. Choi. Second Row: A. De Leon, K. Raabe,

J. Palmer, S. Turner, C Boyle, H. Chou, B. Skelding.

Front Row: J. Ho, S. Decorby, R. Aune, J. La Couvee

Gabbi tries to go for a

200 kph serve!

,l

•"'•v:

mBm

Wayne, this is not Ballet Class—
but nice foot-work anyway!

Page Design: Miguel Choi
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Senior Girls' Volleyball

Kate goes in for the kill

which helped to win the

ongoing battle against

Cow High

Kylie and Meredith take

a quick lunch break

during the two day

volleyball - packed

Tournament at SMU

The girls gatherfor a

quick picture on the way

to their last Night Game
vs. Brentwood.

Meredith shows good

concentration as she

prepares to receive the ball.

Page Design: Britt French
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Senior Girls' Volleyball

Captains: Kate Hamilton

Sarah Willie

Natalie Smith

Coach: Mr. C. Stapff

Games played: 30

Games won: 19

M.V.P's: Sarah Willie

Ali Twiss

Kate Hamilton

Most improved: Kelly Berg

Ali Twiss

Natalie Smith

Memorable moments: "Up 16-6 in the first set of the

last match of the season

against Brentwood."

The season in a nutshell: This season was highlighted

by a lot of fun, good success

and an entertaining final

vs.Brentwood.

Coach 's Quote: "Okay, here's what I want you

to do. ...okay guys alright

okay okay okay "

Back Row: S. Davies, K. Berg, M. Hamilton Second Row:

K. McCourt, K. Schlotter, B. French, M. Carter, Mr. C. Stapff

Front Row: K. Scheske, S. Willie, K. Hamilton, N. Smith, A. Twiss

Where's Mr. Stapffwhen we need him? The girls may not be in

perfect position, but at least we got the point.

Mr. Stapffhelps the team strategize their next play.

The Grade 12's gather togetherfor one of their last volleyball

pictures at Shaw.
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Junior Volleyball

The 5 superstars (Lisa,

Serena, Christine, Iritana,

and Missy) are ready to start

their show. Their uniform

position seems to suggest that

they have the whole court

covered.

The Junior B girls are under

instruction by Mr. Austin

before going into their "big-

time " game.

A quick posture by Enza

Laudisio with her "Shaw

equipment

Iritana Houston exhibits

goodform as she gets the

spike.

Page design: Grace Byun
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Junior
fA' Volleyball

Captains:

Coach:

Games played:

Games won:

M.V.P's:

Iritana Houston

Missy Charleson

Mr. S. Noble

20 (42 sets)

25 sets

Iritana Houston

Missy Charleson

Dezirae Klaizner

Serena Chang,

Lisa Tsai

Laura MacDonald

"When the ref. at Mid-

Islands was hitting on

Jenny Rolston, and

when the team went to

Mr. Noble's house."

The season in a nutshell: "Lots of fun!"

Coach 's Quote: "Language, girls,

language!"

Most improved:

Memorable moments

Junior 'B' Volleyball

Captains:

Coach:

Games played:

Games won:

M.V.P's:

Most improved:

Memorable moments:

The season in a nutshell:

Coach 's Quote:

Jen Vane

Liz Gordon

Mr. D. Austin

12

6

Jen Vane

Sara Thiesson

Vanessa Fuller

"Finishing 2nd in the year-

end tounament.
"

"Fun!
"

"The girls made huge

improvements in their skills

and still had fun."

The JuniorA Volleyball

girls put their heads

together. Eleven heads are

always better than one!

Back Row: A. Quock, A, Beecroft, S.Chang, Mr. S. Noble Second

Row: L. Tsai, A. Walchuck, C.Yole, D. Klaizner, L. MacDonald

Front Row: J. Rolston, E. Bosenberg, I. Houston, M. Charleson,

N. Sihota

Back Row: E. Laudisio, S, Thiesson, K. Brewer Second Row: J.

Birnie, N. Wang, V. Fuller, J. Chu, Mr. D. Austin Front Row: L.

Maclean, E. Gordon, J. Vane, R. Brade, C. Barnsley

Page design: Grace Byun
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The Colt crew warms up tightly as a team, everyone that is except

stray second rowforward, Edward Lecky.

The pack receives one of its many lecturesfrom the expert back-row

forward, Mr. Robertson.'He's probably ordering a serious push-up

session.

A display of text-book rugby. Jesse heads into contact closely

followed by supportforwards Sean McCulloch and Earl Pheasey.

This is one of the rare moments we were able to see our supersonic

winger Sebastian Schiavuzzi standing still.

Page design: David Howson
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Colt A Rugby
Captain: Rory Burson

Coaches: Mr. D. Robertson

1
Mr. M. Wyatt

Games played: 14

Games won: 8

M.V.P: Rory Burson

Most improved: Earl Pheasey

Tony Cape

Lome Nesbitt.

Memorable moment: "Beating Brentwood in

the return match 13-0!"

The season in a nutshell: "3rd in the Island

Championships"

Coach 's Quote: "Lots of heart and

promise in this group"

The players watch avidly as Mr. Robertson's knees buckle due to

'he power of the Colt A forwards.

3raeme Housser shows the oppositions' backs who's boss!

Back Row: Mr. D. Robertson, G. Housser, E. Pheasey,

D. Howson, M. Reid, J. Reid E. Williams,A Chang, H. Leighton,

Mr. M. Wyatt. Second Row: J. Chang, T. Cape, S. McCulloch,

R. Burson, J. McCallum, M. Wong, L. Nesbitt. Front Row:

S. Schiavuzzi, S. Mitchell, J. Kujath, T. Huang, J. Jung.

A perfect demonstration of the smoothness and precision with

which the ColtA line-out operated throughout the season.
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Junior Colts B & C

"Maybe I should have worn a

scrum cap like Sung Ho, Harvey

and John" thought Karsten

Sollors.

On a nice sunny day Nicholas,

David and Graham listen care-

fully to the coach who seems to

be saying something amusing.

As the team works hard to ruck It's such a hot day the players

over, Nick Hanson gets ready to seem to have lost interest in Mr.

go for the ball. Wyatt's lesson.

Page design: Jimmy Jung
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Colt B Rugby

I

Captain: Rory Burson

Coaches:

1

Mr. D. Robertson

Mr. M. Wyatt

Games played: 9

Games won: 7

M.V.P: Jason Kujath

Most improved: Jason Kujath

Ben Wills

Evan Williams

Memorable moment: "Beating SMU by a huge

score!"

The season in a nutshell: "ISA Champions"

Coach 's Quote: "Lots of heart and promise in

this group"

Colt C Rugby
Captain:

Coach:

Games played:

M.V.P's:

Most improved:

Memorable moments:

The season in a nutshell:

Coach 's Quote:

Sung Ho So

Mr. S. Rickard

5

Nicholas Stavrakov

Sung Ho So

David Poling

Nicholas Stavrakov

"Thoroughly trouncing

Brentwood's Colt C."

"Everyone played extremely

hard on the field and had

fun!"

"Tackle low!"

Everybody will rememberSung Ho
So as the MVP of the year.
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Back Row: Mr. D. Robertson, H. heighten, E. Williams,

M. Purtzki, E. Lecky, G. Laudisio, A. Chang, T. Aylwin,

Mr. M. Wyatt Second Row: P. Rokeby-Thomas, B. Wills,

S. McCrady, J. Kujath, K. Chong, M. Bhatti, B.Butler

Front Row: M. Duncan, S. Mitchell

•m

Disappointed and discouraged, the team walks back after

conceding another try. Theyfought back hard later!
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Bantam & Midget Rugby

All muddy and wet, Antonio con-

centrates on the game situation.

Spencer Pride runs into the

tackle with amazing speed.

David Erickson takes on two

guys beforefalling to the ground.

Kyle Williams breaks away down

the field looking for a pass.

Page design: Sheridan Candelaria

Dylan looks very determined to

pass the ball correctly.

Zamain hits Geofrom behind.

What a nice tackle!
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Captain:

Coach:

Games played:

Games won:

M.V.P's:

Most improved:

Memorable moment:

Midget Rugby
Zamain Keshwani

Mr. R. Samuel

Spencer Pride

Zamain Keshwani

David Hofmann

Charles Fugman
" Beating Brentwood"

The season in a nutshell: "Hardwork, but progress

was made. We learned

many survival skills!"

Coach 's Quote: "All the best
!

"

Bantam Rugby
Paddy Allard

Mr. M. Felix

Mr. D. Hyde-Lay

16

13

Ryan Cheek

Paddy Allard

Antonio Jaballa

Shane Demiski

Tim Groot

Evan Booey

"Losing to St. George's

12-10—an excellent

lesson."

"Beating Brentwood at the

Mid-Islands"

The season in a nutshell: "An excellent season by all

players"

Coach 's Quote: "Watch this team in the

future!"

Captain:

Coaches:

Games played:

Games won:

M.V.P's:

Most improved:

Memorable moments:

Back Row : Mr. M. Felix, M. Smith, R. Down, D. Malan,

S. Dembiski, C. Hamilton, E. Bouey, J. Luckhurst, K. Williams,

J. Latimer, D. Erickson, A. Jaballa, Mr. D. Hyde-Lay Second Row: T.

Groot, R. Cheek, K. Finucane, P. Allard, D. Allison, D. Evans,

D. Thompson Front Row: D. MacPherson, D. Martindale,

D. Fraser, D. Garg, A. Parmar, M. Lobay
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Back row: Mr. A. Lafon, I. Mitchell, C. McLean, K. Williams,

K. Petersen, E. Bouey, E. Cheng, J. Latimer, E.Y.T Chang,

P. Kemp, D. Daigle, M. van Leeuwen, Mr. M. Felix, Mr. D. Hyde-Lay,

Second Row: D. MacPherson, D. Martindale, D. Fraser,

D. Garg, T. Groot, A. Parmar, C. Cassin Third Row: M. Yen,

J. Connolly, B. Giovando, D. Williams, D. La Couvee, H. Patricio
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Back Row: Mr. B. Patel, B. Giovando, C. Fugman, J. de Montmorency, S.

Pride, E. Cheng, C. McLean, J. Brown, D. La Couvee, H. Richer, D.

Hofmann, J. Feist, S. Laudisio, Mr. R. Samuel

Second Row: G. Johnston, A. Cabezut, S. Candelaria, Z. Keshwani, M.

Bolton, M. Amoros, D. Caulder Front Row: D. Bromage,

K. Geach, P. Wurr, D. Vioen, T. Thompson, T. Curvelo, H. Patricio
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Kate Tweedie and Heather

Rycraft take a breakfrom warm-

ing-up to pose for a picture.

Mimi steals the ball away from

the Brentwood forwards and
passes back to Megan Phillips.

Fiona Dalrymple waits for the

ball to come over to her.

ml

Page Design: Heather Rycraft
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Junior 'A
f

Captain:

Coach:

Games played:

Games won:

M.V.P:

Most improved:

Memorable moment:

The season in a nutshell:

Coach 's Quote:

Field Hockey
Jen McGavin

Mrs. C. Bridge

Too many to count!

A respectable number

Jen McGavin

Heather Campbell

" Fair Play award at the

Mid-Islands"

"This season was marked by

improvement, tenacity and

spirit"

"A good offence wins

games, a good defence wins

championships"

Junior 'B' Field Hockey

The girls in this program worked on fitness and skill

acquisition with the aim of participating at a higher

and more competitive level next season. Many of

the beginners have showed improvement - notably

Kia Duthie, Cayley Brown and Ariel Le Huquet.

Monica Harvey achieved the highest level of fitness.

We would like to thank Jessie Dickens for helping

the aspiring goalkeeper in the group.

Cayley Brown is running as fast

as she can up the wing so she can

score a goal!

Courtenay Althouse is getting

ready to whack the ball down the

field.

Back Row: Mrs. C. Bridge, C. Soutzo, C. Althouse, H.

Campbell, S. Creighton, P. Howson. Second Row: E. Tweedie,

K. Hay, A. Jackson, I. Jensen, M. Reuben. First Row: K.

Heaton, J. McGavin, H. Rycraft, K. Tweedie, E. Springgay.

Back Row: C. Brown, K. Duthie, M. Phillips Second Row:
Mrs. L Grass, A. Le Huquet, N. McFetridge, K. Basskin Front

Row: N. Kenyon, A. Moore, J. Dickens, M. Harvey, M. Lee

Inga, Elaine and Courtenay are anticipating where the ball will

be hit.

Page Design: Heather Rycraft
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rryfO

Mr. S. Noble

Environment

Mrs. W. Patel

Creative Space

Ms. K. Robb
Dance

Mr. G. Smith

WoodWork

Mr. N. Szymanis

Debate

Mr. B. Tang

Art

Ms. L. Witt-Mcnie

Textile

Page design: Helena Chou

Mr. S. Wright

Multimedia

Ms. L. Shields

Stained Glass

Mrs. E. Towner

Fashion Design
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Jine-Art

Mr. D. Rolston {Director)

Art, Silkscreen, Sculpture

Ms. K. Barnard

Computer Graphics

Ms. M. Buchart

Dance

Mrs. E. Dalrymple

Library

Mr. E. Detchon

Chapel, Outreach

Mr. D. Gueulette Mr. S. Lane

Instrumental Music Photography

Mr. D. Leary

Publications

Mrs. E. Leary
Publications

Ms. M. McKenzie

Choir

Ms. M. Miles

Pottery

Ms. S. Newns
Musical Drama

Page design: Helena Chou
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~ OUTREACH ~

Missy, Laura, Allie and Pixie are admired by all the little girls. The)

help out with the Sparks at the Community Centre every week.

Evan Williams puts his soccer

skills to use in a good way! He
helps coach boys' indoor soccer

at the Community Centre.

Telling stories and playing

games is Jen Scott's volunteer

service at the retirement

community 'Acacia Manor'.
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As a Sparks helper Laura has to

comply with the Sparks' promise

to share and be a friendjust like

Emily and Morgan.

Pixie and Allie help a Spark cut

out heartsfor Valentine's Day.

They also help the Sparks bake

cookies, do crafts and go on

nature walks.

Candy-striping at the hospital in-

volves delivering meals, visiting

lonely patients, and helping the

nurses as much as possible.

Jessica Palmer and Danielle

Malan volunteer their time at the

Cowichan District Hospital.
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~ INSTRUMENTAL-
MUSIC

Arthur Guest, plays piano

for both the band and the senior

jazz combo . Here he practices

hard in the band room.

Not only does Mr. Gueulette u

struct instrumental music, but h

is also a great guitar player an

fabulous vocalist.

Michael Kim waits for his turn

on the piano.

Saxophonists, Drew Gowman and

Craig Mracek produce a sweet

sound.

The whole instrumental music group playsfor both fun and competi

tion. Most of the musicians in this group also play in other bands, lik

the Jazz combo and concert band. The IM group has a number c

members who meet every week during Fine Art time to improve thei

playing and to just have fun.

Page design: Ariana Denison
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~POTIERY~

Not all pots are made on the

wheel, Jen, Jessica,

Samantha and Joel hand

build their pottery creations.

isty McCourt throws her clay Melanie Schellenberg shows the
Jaime CoPeland and^Mra McDonald are so good at wedging thier

i the wheel prior to getting on intense concentration that is
c/a>' that they don '* even have to look!

'th the fun stuff. necessary to smooth and elevate

a pot on the wheel.
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~ PHOTOGRAPHY ~

Tristan and Nathan decide which

photo to choose for display.

Carolyn cuts her picture carefully, making sure that it is exactly the Steve is concentrating on his colour negative,

right size.

Page design: Charmaine Ho
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Mr Lane isn't paying much attention, but David is smiling very

brightly into the camera.

Kathryn retrieves her printfrom the wash bath.

Ali and Kathyrn are such goodfriends that it is easy for them to

look happy when they are having their picture taken.

Tristan loads a film in his camera.
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~ CREATIVE
SPACE

We're not sure what Antonio is

doing but we think it will be

great when it is finished.

Tanya Neffis too busy painting

a scuba diver to look up at the

camera.

The shark certainly brightens

up the boys' bathroom. It was a

brilliant idea, Jason.

Mrs. Patel starts painting a c

skate boarder on the wall. Ke

it up, Creative Space!

Page Design: Charmaine Ho and Heather Rycraft
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-DANCE-

"*|-

Hr 4
/f's obvious that Vanessa has had

a lot of experience in Dance. It

takes years ofpractice to execute

such a perfect jete.

Leanne and Vanessa go through

their exercises in a ballet session

at the beautiful Read Crewhouse.

Christine, Julie, Corey and Maya
make a very nice tableau.
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-DRAMA-

Lindsey has learned her lines so

she gives Paul a hard time for

having to look at the script.

Elisabeth, Jessie, and Whitney get

excited during one of those high

impact moments.

Jeremy and Paul have a life-altering

discussion over a few drinks.

Page Design: Bethany Jones
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Heather sings to Paul during the

only bedroom scene in the play.

Enza, who plays the role of the

Fiddler, helps to get the cast in-

volved during one of the large

crowd scenes.

Jessie sneers as she is forced to

play a part that she doesn 't know

during one ofthe first rehearsals.

Brock makes Eric and Brendan

laugh as he impersonates his

character.
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-ART2D-
How does she do it? Natalie Grist seems to be able to do her dra

ings with her eyes closed!

Shhhhh... Please don't disturb.

The slightest wrong movement

and JeffPocock will have to start

his design all over again.

Katie Rolston watches very

closely as Fiona Dalrymple does

a rough sketch of a snake for the

Junior Art program.
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Serena Chang tries to decide which picture she'd like to copyfor her

Junior art project.

Mary Finlayson takes one last look at her project before adding the

finishing touches.

Just Doodlin '. Tim Groot hadfun as he passes the time away making

rough sketches ofsome little creatures.

Wayne looks very serious as he concentrates on his specialty, painting

in watercolours.
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~ STAINED GLASS ~

The edges need to be cleaned up

before Jack assembles them.

Mrs. Shields helps Katherine

and Chanson to solder their

pieces of glass together.

Cutting the glass is a tricky skill Too bad we can 't show the

as Brendan and Chris have colour ofNatalie 's mirror and

found out. Kate's Christmas decoration.

They are really beautiful.

Page Design: Miguel Choi
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~ FASHION DESIGN ~

Aisha, Kristen and Deziraeform

a production line, making boxer

shorts with Mrs. Towner.

Molly pays careful atttention to

he task of ironing her dress.

Megan puts the finishing

touches on her project with

some hand-sewing.

Watch yourfingers David!

Page Design: Miguel Choi
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~ WOODWORK ~
Here we see Jen Vane carefully mending the leg ofa chair. Of court

woodwork is an interestfor girls also!

Steve Hay proudly shows his

moose. The smooth curve of the

oak is the testimony to his dili-

gence.

Two men on task — Patty Allard (left) follows along the path as he

turns his board to create a shape with thejigsaw. Morgan Evans (right)

concentrates on every single step while working on the delicate part

of his chair.

Page design: Grace Byun
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;an Neumann and Seppe Emery Bland stands up to make
~ DEBATING ~

mdisio consult their brief to

ike a convincing case.

his point forcefully as Jon

Reynolds takes notes.

Mr. Szymanis is very pleased with

the performances ofhis delegates

at the Vancouver conference.

Winners were Camara, Austin

and David.

With such deportment, anybody

listening to Scott is going to sit

up and take notice.
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~ ENVIRONMENTAL & ~

LIBRARY
John, Gabbi and Jason, all Grade 11 students, help to prepare a d\

play for the foyer during their library Fine Art.

Sylvia and Shan-

non help with the

vital job of recy-

cling used card-

board and paper.

Meridith and Kate return the empty buckets af-

ter disposing of cans. With all the pop students

drink, we need people like them who are willing

to organize the recycling.

We don 't like people spying on us! Jimmy Jung,

one ofthe Yearbook photographers, gets a bird's

eye view of Gabbi, Melvin, Justin, John, Jason

and Ketiphon who are pretending to work on

some important library business.
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~ COMPUTER GRAPHICS & ~

MULTIMEDIA

1

Under the expert instruction of

Ms. Barnard, Nicole works on

an intricate, computer-assisted

design.

new fine art, Multi-media, attracts computer enthusiasts like

lor Douglas who already is quite an expert.

Nicolaj learns some useful skills in the newly-equipped computer

graphics lab.
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-CHAPEL-

Quiet and still it sits. The Chapel

awaits the arrival of the School

community for gatherings on

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday,

and Saturday mornings.

Ian Cooper seems to

be cool and relaxed,

but Joe Luckhurst

looks a little shy.

Maybe he wants to

concentrate on sing-

ing!

These songbirds look as if they

are enjoying themselves. We are

sure that Megan Phillips, Ian

Cooper, Liz Spry, Joe Luckhurst,

Natalie Ridout, Elaine

Springgay, and Jessie Dickens

sound as good as they look!

Page Design: Nathan Amies
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-CHOIR-

Our School is so lucky to have such a wonderful pipe-

organ in the upper section of the Chapel. It must be

hard to keep clean and shiny!

Jo Ana Sparks, Jessie Dickens, Dan

Griffin, and Ian Cooper sing in per-

fect harmony with Mr. Geuelette.

The group takes a well-earned

rest after a long night of sing-

ing.
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Shhh... Kyle Geach carefully mends apiece of his sculpture which

needs redoing. Justin Brown also shows that lots ofpatience is

required in this activity.

-SCUIPTURE-

Carly Overton is in the early

stages ofproducing a vase. It

looks very rough right now but

with care and attention, it will

turn into something beautiful.

Happy enough, boys? Marty

Allard and Chris Scott seem

very pleased with their pots

which are ready to be glazed

andfired.

We're very impressed with how

Derek Malan finished such a

good sculpture in such a short

time. Remember, "Good things

come in small packages ".

Page design: Grace Byun
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ey, textiles are not justfor girls. Scott McCrady with his king-size

g proves that boys do well in this activity. Setting up the loom

elf took Scott 2 weeks!

~ TEXTILES'-

BmA

Hi

"Gentle does it" Yvonne Chou

carefully places the shuttle

between the threads. With such

a commitment to perfection we

know that Yvonne will produce

something excellent!

"The pupil and the teacher"

Barbara Schellenberg gets to

her activity early to pick up

some tipsfrom Leola.
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~ PRINTMAKING ~

Matt takes advantageofthe light

to perfect his designfor a T-shirt.

James, Conor and Jeffseem very

intent on preparing their draw-

ings for silkscreening.

Page design: Leanne MacLean
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Chinese tyivyear ^Dinner
On feSruary 20th) sixty-five students and eight staffwent to the Qtadiota restaurant in Victoria to eel

ebrate the 'year of the 2(a66it". ?hefoodwas eKceUent, especially the (Belong Dud^which 'DavidHuang,

parents donatedforevery table. fKaraofe also wenton whitewe were eating.
(Ihe %arao%e (Kings ofthe nigh

were Mefvin 'Wong, Justin9b andChaplin long in the Cantonese category. Charmine Mo, Mimi Lee am

'Whitney Mclnnis were the Queens of(Karaoke. Ihere were also songs in Mandarin and (Lng&sh\ Chines

tywyear Dinner certainlyprovidedeveryone with a very goodtime! fvnatiy, thanksgo to David9faan;

andyvonne Chouforplanning the mealanddoing agreatjob. Stfso thanks to 9dr. Leary whoput in a lot o

time to sponsor this event. — MiguelChoi

'Katherim Jang, Serena Chang andyvonne Chou

Mimi Lee

Page Design: Miguel Choi
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hawnigan is a very busy place, but we do find time to enjoy our-

selves "out of our uniforms". Starting from Halloween, and going

on to Pajama day, Cross-dressing day, and of course Spirit Week,

this year we once again uplifted our spirits during the flying days

of our school year.

!

"The group led by an angel"-The Grade 8's look daunting in their spooky

make-up.

Cool Abe... Eric the clown...

Hola, serior! Mrs. Carr in her man's cos-

tume poses with Mrs. Piatt who looks as ij

she has just got out of bed.

Page design: Grace Byun
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The members of the Spirit

Committee are the ones who

bring all our enthusiasm

together in one.

After a close match against

Brentwood, Shawnigan students

head back to their Houses.

Like our dresses? It is difficult to

tell that Will and Derek are boys.
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Helena Chou Grade 12

Peter Legun Grade 11

)

\

•

N

rlW y »

Camilla Cardenas Grade 10

Page design: Helena Chou Cole Boyle Grade 12

56



Nicole Wang Grade 10

Stuart Ward Grade 12

Wayne Chiu Grade 12 Page design: Helena Chou
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Erin Bosenberg
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Ski "Week 1999
Mim '99

(Ihe nightmare ofwaiting in the chaotic crowdfor the bus at Manning Tar^witt never happen againfor

the class of
y

99. As we endedour latest and lastfive-day run ofSki Wee/Q allof thegood times are pasted

into the albums which willcontain our memories up to (graduation, for some of us, Ski
cWeekmay have been

five consecutive shows with every year holding different excitements.limejust seemed to be unfair, however,

as the days went by asfast as an arrow. Skiing in thegorgeous mountainsjust happenedwithin the blinkof

an eye. (Before we knew it, the day wasgone andwe were backin our cabins preparingfor the ne?(t day's run.

Cfetting onto the bus leaving 'Manning Tarkx we took time to turn aroundandglance once again at the scene

where part ofour life here at Shawnigan was spent.

—Qrace *Byun

Melvingets downfrom the mountain anticipating a

nice, hot shower.

Cydney, Chris andSuzfind themselves at thefront of
the line down the mountain, toget a headstart on the

night'sfun-filled events.

Annie andJessie ta/(e a moment out of their race-filled

day to loof(at the camera.
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lEri{
>
gets some phat air off one. of the.jumps in the

snowboardparf^

WifCgets an e%ceCCentjump, But the question is, wiffhe

[audit?

• Uq
\4Pf I ) "^^^B^HB^" ^b*^^^

^SjJ[f__>V\M-f*'

k. 1 *

f
A^*tf¥ -^ ^\

m ^ ^^f^
*tf ^^ v ^*- - ^jT'

:

^W V

^m K JI4, \ cr

^^^flj^^^^A ^^^9^^m ^^^H

(Bn/an WaC^er captures one of

the beautifufsunsets that we

witnessed up at 'Manning

T,nza andLiana head up for an

exciting day on the mountain.
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Blood, snow and ice, Erik Groot and Toby Cubitt will go

through anything for Copeman's house.

Drew Gowman is going for the gold in a race to get back after

he is chased by a ninja during his midnight stroll.

The bold and the beautiful, Mr. Hutchison

hopes that his bright colours will catch the

attention of all the people watching the

race.

Lead by captain Lindsey Munday, the Groves' girls began construction on their impressive ang

for the snow-sculpture competition. Good as their entry was, they came in third behind Kayt

and winner, School / Renfrew.

Page Design Ariana Denison
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J e r e m i e

Kawerninski

looks on as

EricMurdoch

flails after

finishing the

Cross-coun-

try race.

The Grade

11 girls in

the Last Re-

sort huddle

out side after

the fire

alarm went

off during

shower time.

Peter Legun finishes the last leg of the Cross-country race with

Mr. Tang and Mrs. Piatt cheering him on. He skiied a fine race.

n though Erik Y-T Cheng looks a little scared to be on the

>es, he is enjoying himself all the same.
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Fiddler On The Roof
Drama this year is re-creat-

ing the little war-torn village

of Anatevka. The villagers

sing through the good times

and cope with the trials of

being Jewish in Russia on

the eve of the Revolution. A
relatively small group this

year, Drama has had numer-

ous rehearsals, some span-

ning whole weekends. This

was the ideal year to do

"Fiddler" because it is an

ensemble with many parts.

The cast has been working

diligently since September

to have a perfect production

in April. Along with the ac-

tors, are the sometimes less-

noticed members of the

group like Mr. Shields and

the rest of the musicians.

There are also the make-up

and hair people under the su-

pervision of Mrs. Deane,

and Mrs. Bruce-Lockheart

with her wardrobe crew.

And a special thanks to

those people on Wilbur for

painting the set! The fruits

of their labours will be

shown off in April. Perhaps

then we'll understand what

life was like back in 1904.

"The cast is very dedicated

... they have fun, but make a

lot of progress ... they are a

pleasure to direct."

—Ms. S. Newns

Whitney Mclnnis,
Daphne Fang and Kate

Basskin

Clara Gallagher, Kirk MeYean, Erie Murdoch,
Heather Sehaan, Paul Houghton and Whitney

Mclnnfa

Lindsey Munday

Page Design: Heather Rycraft
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Rrendan Sutton, Erie

Murdoch ami Rob Davis Euza Laudisio, the Fiddler

Whitney Mclnnis,
Elaine Springgay,

Erie Murdoch, Kirk
MeVean, Paul

Houghton, Heather
Schaan, Ciara

Gallagher, Liz Gordon
and Domoniifue St.

Jean

Page Design: Heather Rycraft



History Department

Mr. M. Felix

Mrs. L. Grass

Mr. G. Anderson

Mr. R. Grass

Mr. B. Patel

Math Department

Mr. S. Hill

Mr. S. Cox

Mr. L. Fraser

Mrs. J. Piatt

Ms. W. Woollven

Mrs. E. Dalrymple

Science Department

Mr. D. Leary

Mr. D. Austin

Mrs. A. Stapff

Mrs. L. Robertson

Mr. D. Hutchinson

Mr. S. Noble

Mr. D. Couls

Mr. R. Samuel

Mr. S. Lane

Mr. S. Rickard

Page design: Helena Chou
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Academics
Director of Academics

Mr. S. Candelaria

Language Department
Mr. A. Lafon

Mr. D. Hyde-Lay

Mrs. L. Carr

Mrs. E. Leary

Mr. E. Detchon

*Missing: Mrs. E. Towner

Mr. S. Candelaria

Arts Department

Ms. S. Newns

Mr. D. Rolston

Mr. G. Smith

Mr. D. Gueulette

Mr. B. Tang

English Department

Mr. D. Williams

Mrs. C. Bridge

Mr. P. Yates

Mr. R. Filgate

Mr. A. Dean

Mr. J. Connolly

Page design: Helena Chou
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lence

The Shaw Science Centre has sprouted from a

clearing amongst the fir trees on the west side of

Lake Omar. In September, this beautiful building

will become home to the senior sciences and to

the Grade 10 programme. Equipped with six lec-

ture rooms, with their own dedicated laboratory

areas, the science teachers should be in seventh

heaven after having to work in cramped spaces

which have been geographically separated. Apart

from the marvelous teaching areas, the Shaw Cen-

tre will also house a large, tiered lecture theatre

which can accommodate a complete grade level

for guest lectures and similar presentations. It will

be equipped with a variety of audio-visual facili-

ties which probably comes as no surprise, given

the nature of the donor! For visitors entering the

Centre for the first time, a tremendous sense of

spaciousness will be conveyed in the dramatic

reading room with its vaulted ceilings, seating ar-

eas and study carrels, all of which with be pre-

sided over by a totem pole in its recessed alcove.

A new era awaits us - roll on September!

Page design: Grace Byun

Mr. Hutchison thinks it's caviar Ryan, Steve and Devon look

but Lisa, Cynthia, Cayley, very professional in the Chem

Jennie, Mimi and Kira know lab.

better.

Arturo and Gabbi work on a titration to determine the acidity of

vinegar.
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Yl^hematics

» this is how the assessment

suits are decided!

Ready for the test everyone?

Mr. Fraser welcomes his

students to Room 26.

n and Annie take a closer look at their specimens.

This year has seen two major changes in

Shawnigan's Mathematics program. The first was

the revision in the provincial curriculum, intro-
;

duced at Grades 8 and 9. In the next three years, it

will extend to each remaining grade. The altera-

tion has made mathematics more challenging for

some students, more relevant for others and the

department continues to work hard to ensure that

students reach their potential. The other change

was in staffing. We welcomed Mr. Shane Hill from

Brigidine College in Australia who exchanged

places for one year with Mrs. Martin. We're not

certain who got the better deal: Mr. Hill with 90

days of rain and miserable weather or Mrs. Martin

who enjoyed fine weather but needed to be aware

of poisonous spiders and snakes ! Mr. Wyatt took

a leave of absence to work with Rugby Canada.

That unforeseen event allowed Ms. Woollven to

return to the department in January while Mr. Aus-

tin, Mrs. Piatt, Mrs. Dairymple and Mr. Fraser con-

tinued to give dedicated service to their students

throughout the year.
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/anguag

When you visit the fhird floor of the classroom

block, you know you have arrived at theLanguage

Department. The hallways are colourful, with fre-

quently changing displays of students' work and

issuing from each room, is usually the sound of

Spanish songs, French converstion, skits or cul-

tural videos. The department tries to give the stu-

dents a real-life experience in language, encour-

aging oral communication, while at the same time,

following a curriculum which demands compe-

tence in reading and writing. This year we have

been fortunate to have the services of Mr. Alban

Lafon, a student from France, who has been help-

ing with French conversation. He should prove to

be a valuable asset on the French Immersion trip

planned for the final term.With our world grow-

ing ever smaller and countries and economies be-

coming increasingly connected, expertise in a sec-

ond language continues to be a valuable asset. In

the near future, we are looking to expand our De-

partmental offerings to include an Asian language.

age design: Grace Byun
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Eric and Yuichi give theirfull

attention to another group's

French skit.

Chris, Gianni and Trevor look

very chic at their Spanish

fashion show.

Languages are obviously fun

for Mr. Lafon, Mrs. Can, Mr.

Detchon, Mrs. Leary and Mr.

Hyde-Lay.

l
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CTglish

u are supposed to be reading,

md and Kurtis!

eghan and Heather are at

istfeigning interest in their

oks.

Tony, McKenzie and Graeme

practise their script.

The English Department has seen a few changes

this year with the absence of Mr. Sarsfield (on

leave) and the addition of Mr. Filgate(new Depart-

ment Head) and Mr. Deane (Teaching Intern).As

well as the regular course offerings, students had

options in AP Literature and Writing for

Performance.A successful night of monologues

was attended by over 200 students.We received

nearly 200 entries to our first Poetry Chapbook

contest and were amazed at the quality of the re-
]

sponses. Students submitted poetry and artwork

from which 25 poems and a cover piece of art were

chosen. Copies of the winning poems are avail-

able for students to purchase in chapbook form.

We are looking for ways to bring technology into

the classroom in a meaningful way and are also

offering new courses such as creative writing for

seniors which will combine poetry, short fiction

and journalism. We are also hoping to add some

new options such as World Literature, Shake-

speare, Canadian Literature and Poetry. English

classes are definitely the place to be.

Page design: Grace Byun
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oocial ^Studies

While everyone was at Ski Week schussing down
the slopes, the members of the Social Studies de-

partment were examining the entire Socials cur-

riculum. At the end of the week, we produced a

workable document which we think addresses

some of the issues that our students asked us to

examine and at the same time, meets the Provin-

cial curriculum requirements. Geography and His-

tory were re-enforced as the cornerstones of the

entire department and there will be an increased

emphasis on British Columbia and Canada in the

Grade 10 and 11 courses. We feel that as Canadi-

ans, we need to focus on our own history and ge-

ography first. The other courses were left largely

unchanged in order to give our students a wide

exposure to other areas of the globe. On a day-to-

day basis, new and exciting things are happening.

Socials 9 students are busy creating web- sites and
others are working on a computer-generated text-

book to augment their class resources. Grades 10

and 11 are creating models and projects, to bring

history alive and into the classroom. Other work
is being showcased in the hallways, along with

student-created newspapers and journals.

Page design: Grace Byun
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-Physical -education
arah plans the strategy for her Ryan, Barbara, Kirk and Tranfixed by their screens, the Grade 10's work in the compu-

roup. Christine make a good team as ter lab in Mr. Sigfstead's CAPP class.

they work on their model.

'ay attention! Mr. Stapffis giving instructions for the next drill,

eremie is doing a greatjob with his map ofEurope.

Grade 8 students learn the basics of hockey.

Jess and Jessie seem to be the leaders in this group.
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The Art Department was happy to welcome Mr.

Brendan Tang (Lake's '95) to the School as a visual

arts instructor. Having recently graduated from Art
College, he brings new ideas and enthusiasm to

the program. Once again a large body of excellent

work was created and displayed in galleries in

Duncan and Mill Bay as well as at the School.

Throughout the year a number of guest artists

showed their skills with the Senior classes.

The Music department was equally busy. Con-
cert and Jazz bands played in numerous festivals

in Whistler, Seattle and Idaho as well as several

sites on the Island. It was also a pleasure to have

the Choir perform at various festivals. The School

certainly enjoys their music.

In the Woodwork excellent projects were
adorned with intricate scroll work, keeping the two
new scroll saws in constant use. Many students

had an opportunity to learn valuable skills that will

serve them well in future years.

The Grade 9's continued their opportunity to ex-

perience some Public Speaking and Drama skills,

including working with a mime artist on the power
of non-verbal communication.

Casey and Jordan work on

some intricate designs.

Griffand Hardy at work in the

well-equipped wood shop.

Page design: Grace Byun
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enny is becoming quite expert

n the clarinet.

is. Newns, Mr. Tang, Mr.

'olston, Mr. Smith and Mr.

aieulette take on their other

ersonae.

Mary, Natalie and Cole are a

strong female force in the art

world.
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Supporting cast ....

Voice teacher Ms. M. McKenzie

Transport and Commissary

Mr. M Feist, Ms. J. Neilsen and

Mrs. A. Ruttan

Secretarial Staff Mrs. B. Marshall, Mrs. G. Davies (Assistant to the Head

master and Principal) and Mrs. D. Neff
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Every show has its leading players, its director, producer and cast but it

takes more than these people to put on thefinal performance. The cast needs

feeding, the show must be promoted, the tickets sold and the stage and thea-

tre readied. The audience needs transport and there should always be "a

doctor in the house". We would like to give a curtain call to all the behind -

the -scenes staffwho work hard to make sure that the show goes on.

Maintenance Mr. D. Yole, Mr. M. Feist, Mr. J. Mason , Mr. G. Ouellette,

V. T. Nelson, Mr. R. Hollins

Catering Staff Mr. H. Stefan,

Mrs. E. Cahoon, Ms. A. Burgess,

Ms. L. Cowburn, Mrs. B. Erickson,

Mrs, J. Lowery, Mrs. T. Baron,

Mrs. S. Fairfield, Mrs. S. Stefan

Academic Assistant Mrs. C.

MacPherson
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Director of Student

Services Mrs. B. Hall

Advancement Department Mrs. M. Connolly, Mr. J. Kaye, Mrs. R. Dolman,
Mrs. N. Hooper, Mr. J. Davies, Ms. M. Gongalvez

^^^

Wwt IS^*-*
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Finance Department

Mrs. C. DeBeck,

Mrs. L. Ewert (Bursar)

Mrs. P. Dyck

Admissions Department

Mrs. R. Hyde-Lay (assist-

ant) and Mrs. J. Detchon

Health Department

Mrs. N. Koury with Jack,

Mrs. J. Richards and

Ms. J. Asboth (Head of the

Department)
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Headmaster, Mr. S. Bruce-Lockhart and Principal, Mr. D. Robertson

A messagefrom the Principal

"When you become a part ofShawnigan, Shawnigan becomes a part of

you ". So says one ofthe tenets ofour School creed as written in the Gold

Book, and how true that is. Success does not just happen; it requires

teamwork, support, the sharing ofcommon goals and the sense of well-

being that resultsfrom being part ofa positive community. We are indeed

lucky at Shawnigan to have so many talentedpeople, so many thoroughly

good people, all pulling in the same direction. The ingredients and the

recipe have again this yearproduced a school that we should all be proud

of As always, however, we are a work in progress, an ever-changing

mixture ofchallenge and reward, a recurring blend of ordinary minutes

and special moments. I thank all ofthe stafffor their hard work and their

whole approach to their school and I congratulate the students on an-

otherfine year at Shawnigan.
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One of the Shawnigan players

during a very heated game
against arch-rival Brentwood.

Mountain man Conor is all set to

launch himselfoffthe Kinsol tres-

tle.

Mr. Fraser skates offthe ice con-

templating the day's win.

Page Design: Bethany Jones

Mr. Yates, Mr. Sigfstead, Eric, Cole, Dave P., Kip, Devon, Paul, Conor, Dave G., Alex, Steele, and Mr. .Kennedy
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Ice Hockey
Captain: Karl Holmquist

Coach: Mr. L. Fraser

Games played: 14

Games won: 4

Most improved: Seppe Laudisio, Mike

Crompton, Joel Duthie.

Memorable moments: "Nick Hanson scoring while

lying on his back with the

puck 3 ft. in the air."

The season in a nutshell: "An inexperienced team that

played with intensity - a

pleasure to coach!"

Coach 's Quote: "The future looks so bright, I

gotta wear shades."

Search and Rescue
Captains: Devon Johnston, Alex Mason,

David Giovando, Ian Galbraith

Coach: Mr. T. Sigfstead

M.V.P's: Devon Johnston, Alex Mason,

David Giovando, Ian Galbraith

Conor Finucane.

Most improved: Paul Houghton, Cole Boyle.

Memorable moments: "Swiftwater rescue course on

Nanaimo River/ Rappelling

off Kinsol Trestle/ Eric

Murdoch swimming down

the Cowichan River with a

kayak in tow.

The season in a nutshell: "Cold but great fun."

Coach 's Quote: "It's really not that BIG of a

rapid."

Seppe makesfor a breakaway as the opponent falls to the ice.

Back row: C, Scott , J. Duthie, E. Groot, D. Tuccaro, S. Hein,

A. Buchanon Second Row: M. Lobay, N. Hanson, T. Groot,

N. Allison, O. Mawjee, Mr. L. Fraser Front Row: J. Ross,

J. Boyles C. Holmqvist, M. McDowell, S. Laudisio, S. Jocelyn

Just watch this! David looks

as though he has a rope

trick up his sleeve.

A daring rescue attempt by

Alex. Hold on to that rope!

• *
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Here's to you! Paul seems quite comfortable clinging to his log.
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Senior Rowing
This enthusiastic crew looks

as if they really enjoyed their

day on the water.

Matt and Kippy show their strength using a one-hand power hold to The two pros finish their strenuous coach-boat work-out to smile I

carry that heavy single. a picture. How kind!

Hands on the dock, ready, push. The power house quad sets outfor

an intense row.

Page Design: David Howson
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Senior Boys' Rowing
Captain: Sam Maitland

Coach: Mrs. A. Stapff

Mr. D. Hutchinson

Regattas: One indoor meet

M.V-P: Sam Maitland

Memorable moments: "Three days in a row of

fishing single sculls out of

the icy waters - oops!"

The season in a nutshell: "A character-building training

term."

Coach 's Quote: "Keep racking up those

kilometers."

Senior Girls' Rowing
Captain: Sarah Marshall

Coach: Mrs. J. Piatt

Ms. W. Woolven

Regattas: Four regattas

M.V.P's: Sarah Marshall

Natalie Grist

Memorable moments: " Third on the Island"

The season in a nutshell: "Good training and strong

development"

Coach 's Quote: " Great season, very promising

crews"

opy does a pre-flight check on his single shell. There might be a

ofwork needed once he's done playing with it.

Peter Legun opens the oarlockfor his port-side oar, before

going outfor a good hard day ofsculling.

Finally the practice is over. The rowers let out a small sigh

of reliefand use their last ounce of energy to hoist the boat

on its rack
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Rowing

A crew consisting of Bryan

Walker, Dave Thompson, Dan

Griffin, Harvey Wallace, Robert

Down, David Erickson, James

Tinker, Scott Mitchell and Shane

Dembiski get a workout on the

West Arm.

The boys will be quite cold and wet after their snowy row on the lake. Lisa, Whitney and Katie row by the campground. Whitney looks a li

tie worried about her stroke.
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Junior Boys' Rowing
Coaches:

M.V.P's:

Most improved:

Memorable moments:

The season in a nutshell:

Coach 's Quotes:

Mr. C Stapff

Mr. P Yates,

Mr. D Hutchison

Spencer Pride

Sergio Laudisio

Phillip Wurr

Evan Williams

Kyle Geach

Harris Richer

Brian Walker

Marco Amoros

Alex Home
Tiffer Lyons

Henri Patricio

" Rowing in the snow, the

blades stirring the slushy

water."

"Hardwork, blisters, more

hardwork, more callouses,

and to the top of the lake."

"1
, 2, 3, 4, CATCH! "

"If you row like that, every

one will say you look like a

bunch of...."

Junior Girls' Rowing
Coaches: Mr. J Hilton

Mr. J Burrell

Captain: Jenny Rolston

M.V.P: Liz Gordon

Most improved: Fiona Dalrymple

Jen Vane

Liz Gordon

Memorable moments: "Racing the Lake end-to-

end."

The season in a nutshell: "The learning curve has been

steep."

Coach s Quote: "We have a very cohesive

group and team-building is

well underway."

Megan Phillips is out of action because of injury so she helps-

out in the coach boat.

Coach, Mrs. Stapff heads The rowers load the shellsfor

out onto the lake. transport to the next regatta.
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Senior A Girls
1

Basketball

The whole gang huddles

up to plan their strategy.

Ali Twiss, and Kathryn

Scheske decide to just

hang out on a "rim".

Sarah Willie, Kathryn Scheske, Carolyn Cooper, Ali Twiss, and Kate

Campbell watch their team in awefrom the sidelines.

Alison Kakish dives anxiously to save the fleeing ball.
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Senior A Girls' Basketball

Captains: Sandra Orlandi

Kate Campbell (Asst.)

Coach: Mr. S. Noble

Games played: 25

Games won: 9 wins; 16 losses

Memorable moments: " Referee reveals underwear

through ripped pants while

bending down for the ball. ..in

front of Kate"

The season in a nutshell: "They were triple "A", I

swear!!"

Coach 's Quote: "What's wrong with the

change rooms, girls?"

'lease go in ", says Kate Campbell

ite Hamilton 's heart is in her mouth as she watches her team-mates

'for the basket.

ithryn keeps the ballfrom the opposition.

Back row: Mr. S. Noble, S. Hay, J. Read, A. Kakish, Second row:

T. Tsai, J. Ulmer, C. Cooper, S. Willie. Front row: K. Scheske, K.

Campbell, S. Orlandi, A. Twiss, and K. Hamilton
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Laura, Dezirae, Missy, Serena,

Heather and Mr, Connolly get

ready to cheer before a big

game.

^^^ V 1
i
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Iritana Houston gets ready to

make a shot at the basket.

The 'A ' team concentrates on

waching the opposition in

action.

Page Design: Heather Rycraft
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Junior A Girls' Basketball

Captains: Serena Chang

Coach: Mr. J. Connolly

Games played: 10

Games won: 8

M.V.P's: Serena Chang, Courtenay

Althouse, Iritana Houston,

Missy Charleson and Lisa

Tsai

Most improved: Mikaela Reuben

The season in a nutshell: "We lost to only one team all

year and made our way to the

finals of the mid-island

tournament. This team

exemplified hard work,

commitment and teamwork"

Coach 's Quote: "This group will have a big

impact on the senior

program over the next two

years."

Midget Girls' Basketball

Captains: None

Coach: Mrs. C. Bridge

Games played: 7

Games won: 3

M.V.P's: Enza Laudisio, Christine Yole

Most improved: Kate and Erin Tweedie,

Kristin Brewer

Memorable moments: "Our trip to the ISA's to

Southridge with a 3
rd place

finish"

The season in a nutshell: "A spirited group of girls"

Coach 's Quote: "If the other team doesn't

have the ball, they can't

score!"

'hristine Yole and Natalie

kFetridge practice shooting.

All that practice pays offfor

Christine!

Back Row: D. Klaizner, H. Campbell Second Row: Mr. J.

Connolly, C. Brown, L. Macdonald, D. Huang First Row: M.

Reuben, M. Charleson, S. Chang, I. Houston, C. Soutzo

Back Row: Mrs. C. Bridge, C. Yole, A. Beecroft. J. Jackson

Second Row: T. Neff, C. Ho, J. Neat, E. Tweedie First Row: K.

Tweedie, K. Brewer, E. Laudisio, N. McFetridge
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Senior boys' basketball

Tony Orlandi drives through the

defenders.

Brett Pinkerton starts the game

with a winning jump-ball.

Matt McClure shoots for the

important goal of the game.

Brett blocks out the

opponent to grab a strong

rebound.

Page design: Jimmy Jung
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Senior boys' basketball

Captains: Brett Pinkerton

Brendan Sutton

Coach: Mr. D. Austin

Games played: 31

Games won: 19

M.V.P's: Brett Pinkerton

Brendan Sutton

Most improved

:

Tony Orlandi

Tim Bowen-Roberts

Memorable moment: "Winning the Hope

Mustang's Tournament."

The season in a nutshell: "Most successful season in

20 years."

Coach's Quote: "My most memorable season

yet."

Gabbi's fake move seems to work

every time.

Casey Klaizner is just about to

block a shot.
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Back Row: R. Leung, A. Russell, G. Kittiampon, M. McClure

Second Row: S. Hilchey, M. Choi, B. Skelding, M. Scott,

T. Bowen-Roberts, Mr. D. Austin First Row: J. Ray, C. Klaizner,

B. Pinkerton, B. Sutton, T. Orlandi, A. Guest.
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JuniorA & Midget Basketball

Ted Huang has perfect form on Alex Chang beats the stuffand it

his free-throw shot. looks as though his shot will sink.

Zamain Keshwani sinks another
Lauren Nesbitt leads the charge

heautiful shoU AIR BR0WN
down the court. aa-aatiMAN!
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Charles Fugman makes a nice

hmble. Go Fuggy!

lamain Looks exhausted while

David looks elated. I wonder

vho played more ?

Junior A Boys' Basketball

Captain: Earl Pheasey

Coach: Mr. R. Filgate

Games played: 9

Games won: 7

M.V.P: E. Pheasey

Most improved: G. Housser

M.Yen

Memorable moments: "Playing the Senior girls"

"Winning the Sportsmanship

award and coming 4th

at the Mid-Islands"

The season in a nutshe 11: "Hardwork and fun"

Coach 's Quote: "Deny! Deny! Deny!"

Midget Boys Basketball

Captains: J. Brown

Z. Keshwani

Coach: Mrs. S Hill

S. Ricard

Games played: 11

Games won: 8

M.V.P's: Z. Keswani

J. Brown

Most improved: D.Hofmann

Memorable moments. " Winning 2 out of 3 of our

games at the Mid-Islands.

Dave Hofmann scoring his

first and only 2 points!"

The season in a nutshell: "The grade worked very

hard and played a lot of

games. I would love to see

these guys in 5 years!"

Coach 's Quote: "We may not be the largest

team, but well always j

work the hardest, Fitness,

fitness, fitness!!" 1

Back row Mr. R. Filgate, A. Buchanan, G. Housser, K. Peterson,

Middle row M. Yen, L. Nesbitt, M. Wong, E. Cheng(Y.T),

Front row J. Jung, J. Mc Galium, E. Pheasey, T. Huang, A.Chang

Back row A. Jaballa, J. de Montmorency, E. Cheng,

J. Brown, E. Bouey, Z. Keshwani, Middle row Mr. S.

Rickard, S. Candelaria, D. Hofmann, D. Martindale, P.

Kemp, M. van Leeuwen, Front row D. Williams, R. Fraser,

C. Cassin, B. Giovando, G. Johnston, D. Caulder
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Martial Arts and Rugby Fitness

1,2,3, KICK! Kirk McVean, Andrew Moseley, Etienne Lavertu, anc

Natalie Ridout practice their kicking combinations

These rugby boys are preparing

for battle on the wet, soggyfields.

Pushing and shoving is what

these tired rugby boys do while

practicing rolls and passes.

This group ofeager Martial Art-

ists warm up for a good, long,

hard workout.
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Sensei Mortley shows off his

fancy weapons at the Karate

Dojo.

Here the people in Martial Arts

are getting changedfor the day's

events
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Squash
Morgan and Yuichi kick back between matches. A viewfrom above as Ken Chong waits for the ball.

Captain Corey Cheek shows some nice technique on the squash

court.

Waiting her turn, Elaine watches the action on one of the courts

with Mrs. Grass.

Page design: Charmaine Ho
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Junior Squash
Captain: Ken Chong

Coaches: Mrs. L. Grass

Mrs. L. Can-

Tournaments: Pacific Northwest, I.S.A.

Games won: I.S.A. Champions for the third

year in a row

!

M.V.P's: Dylan Evans

Ken Chong

Ben Wills

Most improved: Scott McCrady

Elaine Springgay

Natalie Hill

Gianni Laudisio

Memorable moment: "Ben Wills' comeback at the

PNN tournaments."

The season in a nutshell: "A sucessful and enjoyable

season. Lots of talent for the

future."

Coach 's Quote: "Watch the ball, get back to

theT!"

Senior Squash
Captain:

Coaches:

Games played:

Games won:

M.V.P's:

Most improved:

Memorable moment:

"

The season in a nutshell:

Coach 's Quote:

Morgan Evans

Mr. S. Candelaria

Mr. R. Grass

Several tournaments

I.S.A. Champions for the third

year in a row! Also various wins

against Brentwood and at the

Pacific Northwest Tournament

inVictoria.

Yuichi Levinson

Corey Cheek

Morgan Evans

Nicole Kim

Marcus Purtzki

Ross Springford

"Clinic with Lauren Wagner"

"Although a lack of local

competition prevents any sort

of league, tournament play has

proved exciting and

challenging."

"Successful - a number of new

players learned the game;

experienced players improved."

"Gee, do you think you could

hit the ball any harder?"

"Practise hard, never give up."

Back Row: Mr. S. Candelaria, R. Davis, T. Johnson.

M. Purtzki, S Wardle. Mrs. L. Grass Front Row: E. Bland,

Y. Levinson, M. Evans, C. Cheek, R. Sutcliffe.

Back Row: N. Kim, Mrs. L. Grass, S. Hay, R. Nadeau.

Mr. R. Grass, J. Hill Front Row: R. Springford, P. Heaton,

T. Douglas.
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Back Row: R. Cheek, M. Reid, R. Burson Second Row:
Mrs. L. Grass, N. Hill, S. McCrady, D. MacPherson,

Mrs. L. Carr Front Row: D. Garg, E. Springgay, G. Laudisio,

K. Chong, D. Evans.
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Copeman's House

Mr. M. Hall, Mr. S. Rickard

HartI House

Mr. D. Gueulette, Mr. G. Smith

Renfrew House

Mrs. W. Patel, Mr. B. Patel

Lonsdale's Annex

Mr. N. Syzmanis, Mr. A. Lafron

Page design: Helena Chou
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Houses!!

Ripley's House

Mr. R. Samuel, Mr. A. Deane

Lake's House

Mr. M. Wyatt, Mr. B. Tang

^ tf

Lonsdale's House

Mr. D. Hutchison, Mr. M. Felix

Kaye's House

Mrs. J. Piatt, Mrs. E. Dalrymple

ft
Vi \̂_ »V«l'i :.

^

School House

Mrs. A Stapff, Mr. C. Stapff

J

¥ %
Groves' House

Ms. W. Woollven, Ms. S. Newns
Page design: Helena Chou
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opeman s

Crf*Clu€ O Jason and Alberto

A lot has changed in the

House this year. Mr.

Sigfstead tied the knot and

made way for Mr.

Rickard, the new

assistant House

Director and the

school finally

found its solution

to Saul's

upcoming gradu-

ation, with Jay de

Montmorency,

a.k.a. Saul Junior.

Copeman's demolished all

competition in Junior

Inter-house rugby, with

the sure-fire play, "Pass it

to the Aussie!" Despite a

shaky start to the year, as

everyone settled in, we

came to realize that we
have a really great group

of boys this year who have

helped the Copeman's

reputation incredibly. Not

only do the girls no longer

fear us, they now
appear to come up

here willingly. Our

deepest thanks

from the House go

to Mr. Hall for

sticking with us

through thick and

thin and to Mr.

Rolston, Mrs. Hall, Mr.

Rickard and Mr. Sigfstead

for what has come to be a

memorable year. Good
luck to the boys of next

year and remember—
We are the Copeman's

Raiders, the raiders of the

night...

— Ryan Walchuk and

Morgan Evans
(jfVClU€ 1 Mark, Paul, Andrew, Joel,

Trevor, Mike, Dan and Chris

Page Design: Grace Byun
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Grade 9
Hong,

Ryan, Cameron, Kevin,

Dylan, Michael and

Chris

Grade 12

Richard, Morgan, Karl, Scott, Saul

Ryan, Jamie, Seppe, Toby, Steve and Alex

Grade 11

Conor, Joel, Jeff

Eric, Steve, Matt

Jason and Corey
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roves

Groves' has had a memo-

rable year. With 1 3 new

Juniors and one Grade 1 1

,

each grade made

its unique contri-

bution to the

general T-O-N-E

of the House.

With their cheery

faces the Grade

8's helped to keep

the second floor

in a lively state

— in particular, the Grade

1 2 remedy from a special

Grade 8. The Grade 9's

never failed to try for the

most merits, to keep all

the windows in Groves'

sparkling and to amaze us

with how much they

really do know! Coming

up with the most marvel-

lous excuses to cover

every eventuality in the

Gold Book, our Grade

10's managed to write

out almost every line of

its contents. Yet they were

a delight and willingly

took on the role of the

seniors of our Junior

Page Design: Heather Rycraft

floor. Our Grade 11 's, some

of whom were quite fond of

Wilbur, never failed to wear

their shoes in the house or

to bend every rule

just a little! As a

Grade 12 group,

we have learned a

great deal about

each other and

ourselves. Despite

our procrastination

at almost every

meeting, we pulled through

and will leave Groves' as

one. We would like to

thank the duty staff for

their patience and special

efforts. "Woolly", you were

always there for us— we

truly appreciate your help.

Never forget our late-night

escapades! Finally we
would like to thank Ms.

Newns, for her persever-

ance, wisdom, encourage-

ment and faith in us all

year. You never stopped

believing in the light at the

end of the tunnel and for

this, we are forever grate-

ful.

—Natalie Smith

LjVCIuC 1 (J Kia, Kara, Natasha, Erin, Nathalie,

Heather, Calin, Cara, Ariel, Elaine and Heather

KjTddC O Whitney, Toni, Enza, Jessica and Daphnel
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Grade 12 Yvonne, Julie,

Sarah, Camara, Melanie, Noelle,

Shelly, Suz, Nicole, Helena, Sarah,

Natalie, Kate and Natalie

Grade 11 Barbara, Bethany,

Kylie, Alison, Annie, Jen, Devon,

Britt and Tina

Grade 9 JoAna, Cayley,

Mimi, Cynthia and Lisa

w Page Design: Heather Rycraft



Contrary to popular belief,

Hartl House is the best

House on campus (well

OK it's actually

off campus, but

that's beside the

point). With our

highly techno-

logical A.F.U.

(Automatic

Flushing Urinal)

and closeness to

the School, we couldn't be

happier. We have endured

many house outings this

year, well what else are

you supposed to do with

only 8 guys on a Saturday

night? If you have some

time, like maybe an hour,

you should come on an

expedition to Hartl. How-

Page Design: Miguel Choi

ever, there are some things

you may want to watch out

for. These include: mainte-

nance drivers, the

road washing out,

wild animals, and

getting lost in the

dark. The boys of

Hartl wish to

thank the Duty

Staff for their

supreme kindness

and help in improving our

already high academic

standards. We would like

to thank Mr. and Mrs.

Gueulette especially, for

making this year so enjoy-

able.

—Ross Springford

\jYCLu2 12i Ross, Ronald and Thiemo

^^

SCGrio-J

\jYdu£ 11 Etienne, Andrew, Kirk, Matt and Nathan
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Uchael, Zamain, Joel, Michael , John, Mr. Szymanis,

Wcy and David.

h. Lafon, our French 'assistant', is also the assistant in

le Annex

nnex

If you have a few spare

minutes and fancy a bit of

a walk, come and visit the

Lonsdale's Annex.

Amongst the

cries of "alio

mutti" and "alors,

alors", you will

find the lakeside

view from the

house very

spectacular. The

Annex was

created to house seven

young Shawnigan lads.

First a system had to be

established and that was

the responsibility of Mr.

Szymanis. Without Mr.

S's extensive laminating

and just a few visits from

the maintenance men, the

House has held together

well. The other man in

charge was the French

connection, Mr. Lafon, also

known as "The

Chef", who has

done a good job of

assisting Mr. S.

The Head of An-

nex, Mike

Crompton, known

to many as the Iron

Monkey, had this

to say: "We had a great

group of guys this year,

each one bringing some-

thing different to the

House". For a small group,

the Annex has worked very

smoothly and it has proved

to be a memorable year.

—Mike Crompton
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\jVClu6 O Katie, Jess, Natalie and Samantha.

ayes

This year in Kaye's, has

been the best ever. I know

some might argue, but

how can they? Just look at

us! We've killed

the competition

in everything,we

have the most

caring House

Director and 50

odd girls who
looked out for

each other day

and night. Can you ask for

more? (Well, if you can,

just look at our bath-

rooms). We have also

continued the Kaye's-

Ripley's tradition with

everything from barbe-

cues to "scream masks"

and weekend get-aways.

We have had a few down-

ers though, in the depar-

ture of some members of

our clan, most notably

Zein who unfortunately,

could not finish her year

here but whose scream

still lives on in the halls of

Kaye's. This year can

only be accredited to one

person, and that is Mrs. D.

Page Design: Grace Byun

who has brought together

fourteen Grade 1 2's to

make this "one heck of a

year". Both Mr.Lane's

musical tastes (of

Brittany) and Mr.

Noble's distinctive

"knock, knock, it's

Misssttter Noble!"

helped to keep

things light and

Mrs. Robertson's

easy-going nature

made every Wednesday

night an adventure. The

addition of Dexter created

one more of Mrs. Piatt's

men who's irresistible to

the girls. I will never, ever

forget this excellent year.

So, to the girls, thank you

for making my last year the

greatest by far and keep up

the spirit. To the Grade

12's, it has been a privilege

to have known such a great

group of people. I love you

and wish you the best in

your futures whatever they

may hold. Thanks for all

the good times, Kaye's. I'll

miss you!

— Sarah Willie

Grade 11 Meghan, Krista, Ariana, Meredith, Jen,

Jessie, Monica, Christy, Meghan, Shannon, Janel and

Kristy.
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Grade 12 Kate,

Kelly, Lisa, Jen, Ali,

Sarah, Dom, Laura,

Heather, Sandra, Grace,

Vivian and Meri.

Laura, Vanessa, Charmaine, Meghan and

Grade 1 Jenny, Pixie, Jen, Allie, Liz, Megan,

Nicole, Jen, Camilla, Mikaela, Iritann, Sarah and

Aisleagh.

Page Design: Grace Byun
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ake's

The robust tradition of

Lake's House was hon-

oured early this year by

the dedication of

the Lake's House

Griffin statue to

Mr. Anderson.

The event pro-

vided the impetus

for a strong

performance in

the final school

year of the mil-

lennium. The guys have

handled, with ease, not

only the regular changes

that a New Year brings but

also the unexpected ones

like split exams, major

construction and dual

Hous Directors. On behalf

of Ian "keen on a ten-

eighty" Galbraith, Nadir

"I need a tuner for my
guitar" Meratla, Mitchell

"toughest kid in Canada"

McDowell, Russell

"beeeeeep" Robertson,

Martin "I need a tuner for

my saxophone" Scott,

Matt "camel-tipper" Horn,

Bob "Pembrooke"

Heaton, Chris "just

Page Design: Bethany Jones

gimme a tuner" White,

Craig "muh-wra-chek"

Mracek, Richard "I would

like some lemon

with my lime"

Shimooka and

Chanson "I'm

older than every-

body" Lee, I

would like to say

thank you to the

following people.

To Pam for keep-

ing us in line, to Mr.

Connolly and Mr. Filgate

for immaculate supervi-

sion, to Mr. T. for continu-

ing the Tang tradition and

to Mr. Hyde-Lay for step-

ping up to the plate. We
thank Mrs. Wyatt, Kane

and Elise for all their

goodies, and the big cheese

himself, Mr. Wyatt, for all

the little things he does for

us. Specifically last, so I

could say you are not least,

thanks to our sisters in

School House. Thank you

to ALL of the Lake's boys

and have a great year next

year.

—Devon Johnson

(jYttuC O Sheridan, Charles, Spencer, Harris and Tolet

GVCLUC 11 Nick, Kurds, Tristan, Russell, Nathan,

Kippy, Steve, Sam, Dave, Reid, Gabbi, Eric and Peter.
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Grade 12 Martin,

Bob, Russell, Craig,

Chris, Nadir, Ian,

Chanson, Devon, Matt

and Mitch.

Grade 9 Tiffer, Derek,

Eric, Joe, Rob, Mike,

Peter, David A., David T.,

Alex, Jack andArjun.

Grade 10 Jimmy,

Brendon, Julian, Earl,

Michael, Brendon,

Scott, Graham, Nick,

Jim, Jessie, Harvey,

Lorn and Mackenzie.

Page Design: Bethany Jones
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onsdale's

We would like to start off

by thanking the duty

teachers who have taken

the time over the

past year to

contribute to our

vast store of

wisdom and

workman-like

skills. Thanks to

Mr. Austin and

Mr. Fraser for

their immense

knowledge and compre-

hension in the fields of

mathematics and biology.

Thanks also go to Mr.

Leary who while on duty,

would come out of his

shell to show us what a

cool cat he truly was; to

Mr. Hutchison, for his

modernistic approach and

for exasperating us over

his neatness. Finally to

Mr. Felix, we wish you all

the best with Jerome

Meldrum in the new

house and hope you get

over your "short-long

syndrome" soon. I

would now like to give

the outside students of the

Page design: Helena Chou

school a brief summary of

our year. We start with

"Arffer Guest" and his

obssession with

"boogying down

with his friend Al

'who is cool'".

Next, Joel

Bateson asked me
to send out one

last roof-raiser to

his home-dogs in

Whistler. The

Grade 12 year has con-

sisted of tight friendships

and bonds that will endure

for ever. The Juniors have

shown us throughout the

year, their maturity and

good manners (except for

the Grade 8's, 9's, and

10's). Based on the intimi-

dation factor alone of

Freddy von Westarp and

Geoff LaCouvee, I'm sure

that Lonsdale's will be a

tight-run ship and I wish

them all the

best Robbie give us

some attitude!

— Brett Pinkerton

Grade 10 David, Ben, Melvin, David, Scott,

Scott, Karsten, Gianni, Graeme, James, Rory, Sterling,

Bryan, Marcus.

yjYCLuC 7 Justin, Bruce, Richard,

Evan, Daniel, Dan, Mike.
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Grade 12 Brock, Joel, Jay, Dave, Robert,

Wayne, Steele, Arthur, Brett, Stuart, Austen,

Richard.

KjVCIuC 11 Omar, Arturo, James, Fredrick,

Jamie, Louis, Jeremy , Jeff.

Grade 8 Marco, Tyler,

Justin, Sergio, Kyle.
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?

s

Well boys, what a year.*

From winning the round-

the-lake relay to forget-

ting to do the

cross-country

skiing (Juniors),

it's been a great

year in Ripley's

House. In the five

years I've been

here, I haven't

seen a more

intellectual and committed

group.With over 60 boys

in the house, Ripley's

looked better than ever

this year. The common
room was re-done,

"around the House"

pictures were added to

every floor, and even

some new plaques were

hung high and proud, with

huge help from the

Samuels. The house has

had some wild and crazy

times and even some

tough ones, but it man-

aged to make it through

the year with great ease

and grace. Mr. Samuel

Page Design: Miguel Choi

proved that randomness

will never die as every

House meeting seemed

unpredictable and

hilarious at times.

Every grade

appears to have

learned a lesson

this year. The

Grade 8's learned

to cut back on

their daily sugar

intake, the Grade 9's dis-

covered they weren't as

tough as they thought they

were and the 10's learned

a few quick lesons after

one or two late-night raids.

The Grade 1 1 's found out

how quickly $2 for shoes

can add up and the Grade

12's discovered that life is

not always a picnic. Long

live the best house on

campus.

Regulators mount up!

— Ben Allard

RIP£2|*|

m fW%

Grade 9 Nicolaj, Antonio, Chris, Patty, Shane, Eri\

Kiel, Kyle, David, Daren, Davin and David.

Grade 10 Rob, Sung, Ted, Edward, Ben, David,

Ian, Evan, Hardy, Griff, David, Michael, Brendan,

Jason, Tony and Ken
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jVCluC O Philipp, Jason, Graeme and

)ustin

WM
R!Pt£Y&

fLS^ n

KjYCKl£ 11 Joon, Andrew, Marty, Andrew,

Chaplin, Jonathan, Taylor, Michael, Ryan,

James, Spencer, Miguel, Jeremie andAnthony.

Missing: Justin and Chris

K)PiX\S

jTUuC 12 Jordan, Ryan, Brendan, Ben,

mery, Rabee, Jonathan, Casey, Tim, Scott, Josh,

hvid.

i

'

^^i
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enfrew

This year, Renfrew House

will remember many

things. The unwelcome

arrival of 20 mice early

one morning and

leaving for a

House outing but

returning to

Kaye's for three

nights instead.

The continual

power and water

outages, could

have put anyone in a bad

mood— but not the girls

of Renfrew! RenSchool's

successes at Inter-House

competitions were amaz-

ing— a big thanks to

School House! Copeman's

House, thanks for the

mice, dinners, late-night

movies, and outings.

The most memorable

moments will be the ones

that took place in the

house. Our "scary stories"

night that was anything

but scary because of the

coneheads; the Grade 12's

trying to figure out why

dogs were barking in

Room 5 at 11:30 p.m., and

Page Design: Helena Chou

the installation of the two

phones (finally, eh?).

Having Kahni, our Austral-

ian exchange student, was

very exciting, as

was seeing Mitali

grow and perfect

her contagious

smile. Even

though it seemed

that the Juniors

were running the

house at times, I

want to thank the Super

Six (Grade 12's) for their

outstanding leadership. On
behalf of Renfrew, thanks

to Mr. and Mrs Patel for

being exceptional parents.

Your limitless support,

humour and admirable

approach to obstacles,

astonished us all. I would

like to thank the duty staff,

Lisa and Pam and espe-

cially the girls for making

this year unforgettable.

Jenn, you will be missed.

From the Grade 12's and

myself, we love you and

wish you the best of luck

next year.

— Rupinder Parhar

Grade 12 Mrs. W. Patel, Sarah, Cydney, Cole,

Natalie, Ruby, Katheryne

KjVade 10 Alanna, Lysette, Missev, Leanne
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vjYCLuV O Erin, Fiona, Kate

Grade 11 Sylvia, Anna, Nicole

Grade 9 Laura, Kristen
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kjTCIu€ 12 Jessica, Danielle, Carolyn,

Liz, Michele, Karina, Jane and Kristin

chool

Walking through School

House, approaching the

night,

behind the doors, the light

shines bright.

The vacuum

roars quickly

down the path,

chasing Alec into

the Stapffs!

No-one is sleep-

ing, it's way past

bedtime,

the Grade 8's call you to

tell them a rhyme.

The windows are open to

let in some air and

the smell of the kitchen is

permanently there.

The Grade 9's are dancing,

the hip-hop cranked

high,with a pile of clothes

a mountain too high.

Hiding their giggles, their

faces turn red.

Their permanent smiles

will put them ahead.

Joined at the hip, the

Grade 10's share a bond

but they will be seniors

before very long.

You can tell in an instant

what's on their mind.
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All of these girls are one of

a kind.

The Grade 11 's, a talented

group, next year they'll be

in charge of the

troop.

The Grade 1 2's are

a team of friends,

and they will be

there for you 'til

the end.

The year is closing

I'm sorry to say.

Soon we will all go our

separate way.

From our home away from

home for many years,

we won't say goodbye

without a few tears.

But that doesn't phase us;

we'll keep close, I'm sure.

The friendships we've

made are sure to endure.

"You can always tell a real

friend: when you 've made a

fool ofyourselfand he

doesn 'tfeelyou 've done a

permanentjob"

Laurence J. Peter

—Michele Mamacos I

\jTduC 7 Aisha, Dezirae, Natalie and Kira
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Katherine

CjTCIuC 11 Jasmin, Maya, Molly, Christine, Mary and Liana
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(jfT(lU6 O Tanya, Colby and Jessica

\jYCLu(Z 1 Courtenay, Rebecca, Serena, Inga and Chelsea
Christine
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In our grad year it's all about the partyin', last

minute cramin' for the tests, and the grade-12s-shall-

rule-the-school memories which will last us a life

time...

\ ifr
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Dhahran, Saudi Arabia Ripley's

House Prefect

2 years

Some people come into our lives and quickly go...

Some people stay awhile and leave footprints on our hearts.

Ben Allard Coquitlam BC Ripley 's 5 years

Head ofHouse
Well what can I say but it's been a slice. I think that I have experienced almost every aspect of life at one time or another

here at Shawnigan. From sports and the 1st. XV travelling to all corners of the world (Australia, Japan, France, Eng-
land, Scotland, Wales, and even the USA) to the Wilburforce experiencing what manual labour is all about, has given me
some much needed life -smarts. The friends and good times are never to be forgotten nor the best House on campus,

Ripley 's. Thanks to my parents, friends and coachesfor their never-ending support.

"Individual Commitment to a group effort, that is what makes a team work, a company work, a society work, a
civilization work. " —Vince Lombardi

Steele Althouse Nanaimo BC
House Prefect

Lonsdale 's 5 years

Five years ofShawnigan has seemed like an eternity to me, but now it's over. I will be sad to leave but also excited to step

out into civilization (being in the middle ofShawnigan Lake has its limitations). Foryou guys in Lonsdale 's, all the best.

You have been like afamily to me. Good luck in the House nextyear. Thanks Mom andDadfor giving me this great head

start in life. I promise that when Vm rich I will buy you something nice.

"On the line boys" —B. Patel

Lonsdale 's 3 yearsJoel BateSOfl Vancouver BC
House Prefect

I'd like to first thank my parentsfor giving me the opportunity to come here, then Messrs. Felix, Robertson, Samuel and

Patelfor the inspiration and guidance they gave me during my stay here at Shawnigan. To Robbie, Brock and Jay, thanks

for being there. Parting with good times like Ski Week and rugby is the hardestfor me to let go, but life goes on

boyzl

later

"Ifyou laugh the world will laugh with you, ifyou cry you cry alone.

"

Kelly Berg Kaye 's 3 yearsVancouver BC
House Prefect

Thank you Shawnigan for teaching me to be ambitious, for showing me that no dream - no matter howfar away - is

out of reach. My experiences here have truly been my own and I know I will keep with me all that I have learned and

all that I have loved over the past three years. Mom and Dad, thank you for all the sacrifices you have made, I love

you lots. Mrs. D, you are amazing, I couldn 't have done it without you. Suz, there will always be another special

occasion... it's already on the calender.

"What I have acomplished is the price I paid to get what I used to want. " —Anonymous
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Emery Bland Gibsons BC Ripley 's 2 years

House Prefect

Here at Shawnigan I have learned many things. I have learned how to concentrate on my school work, how to manage
my time and how to be an all-around better person. I have also had a lot ofgood times that I will neverforget. The lip-

sync, Ski Weeks of '98 and '99, Camelot, and many more. Thank you to Mr. Patelfor all the encouragement inside and

outside rugby. A big thanks to Mr. Samuelfor being a great House Director. To Scottyfor all the advice, I learned a lot,

thanks. To Benny for always being there. To Tony for convincing me to come to this school andfor being a truefriend.

To Callie and Cleafor all their help. And most importantly, the biggest thank you to my Mum and Dadfor giving me the

opportunity to do my best andfor being so loving and caring. I couldn 't have made it without you.

"If I can see it, Then I can do it, If I just believe it, There 's nothing to it. " —R. Kelly

Tim Bowen-Roberts Ripley 's 3 yearsLadysmith BC
Deputy Head of School Captain ofRugby

My time at Shawnigan has come to a close and now I am writing my final goodbyes. It has been a great three years and

in a way I'm sorry I have to leave. On the other hand I can 't wait to leave and go out into the real world to try andfendfor

myself. I'd like to thank my sister, for if it wasn'tfor her I would never have even thought about private school. To my
parents, thanksfor the opportunity of a lifetime. I would also like to thank Mr. Patel and Mr. Samuelfor introducing me

to the wonderful game of rugby. To the boys in Ripley's, take it easy.

"The light to you " —William Shakespeare

Cole Boyle Renfrew 3 yearsPrince Rupert BC
House Prefect

"When you meet someone who has the ability to move your soul...and you don't knowjust why. And they hold the key to

untold emotions. ..andyou don 't know why. Andyou feel them in you breath and at your side...good times and bad.. .that

is when you know you have a friend. And you come to terms with the fact you don 't know why... You don 't know every-

thing..." —unknown

Thanks to everyone who's helped me get this far ... I guess I'm on my own from here.

Jamie Boyles Copeman 's 5 yearsMill Bay BC
House Prefect

My most memorable moments at the school are: all of Grade 8, rowing in the summer, House outings (paintball), and

being withfriends. Thefirstyear here Saul started organizing things and now it's our lastyear here . I'm glad the School

found a replacementfor Saul . You all know who I am talking about!

Cydney Brown Nanaimo BC Renfrew 3 years

House Prefect

I'd like to thank my parents for giving me this amazing experience, which has taught me life-long lessons along the

way. Thanks to all the greatfriends I have made, andfor making my time here at "shawshank" so memorable. I'll

always remember the good times that we shared. A special thanks to Nadir and Shelley for being greatfriends. To Mrs.

Patel, for being an incredible House Director andfriend. To Renfrew girls - I'll miss you all - let the Wednesday

traditions live on. "Props!" to all my friends at home, for giving me a crazy weekend to lookforward to during my
weeks here. I'm outta here!!!

"Shootfor the moon. Even ifyou miss, you '11 land among the stars. " —Les Brown
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MeHdith BurleS Sandspit BC Kaye's 3 years

House Prefect

The past three years have been a great experience for me, and I want to thank everyone who 's been with me along the

way; my parents for giving me the opportunity come here as well as their support, my teachers and coaches for their

encouragement and all myfriends for their understanding and all the good times we've shared. It's been a blast!

"But I know we can't all stay hereforever so I want to write my words on theface of today
"

"The most wasted of all days is one without laughter. '
—e.e. cummings

-Shannon Hoon

Grace Byun Kaye's 3 yearsSeoul, Korea

House Prefect

My last and thirdyear here at Shawnigan has been a long, but short,journey awayfrom home. Within that space oftime

I have collected many memories, which have their own colour to decorate my Shawnigan album. Good luck to the Grad

Class of '99.

"Oh as I was young and easy in the mercy of his means,

Time held green and dying

Though I sang in my chains like the sea " —Fern Hill, Dylan Thomas

Kate Campbell Thunder Bay ON Groves' 2 years

Deputy Head ofHouse Co-Captain of Basketball

I leave Shawnigan with one regret, I wish I had come sooner. The past two years have been the most influential and

worthwhile years ofmy life. Thanks to my parents, I was given this opportunity. To whomeverput me in Groves' a BIG
THANK YOU. Ms. Newns, Miss Woollven, YOU'RE THE BEST!! Dear Sarah and Nat, You Rock my World! It hurts

me in my heart to leave Shawnigan. Thanks to everyone who has made my Shawnigan experience so amazing.

" Whether you think that you can, or that you can't, you are usually right. " —Henry Ford

i

Camara Cassin Kelowna BC Groves' 2 years

House Prefect

The past 2 years have honestly been the best ofmy life. I could not have make it without my supportive and lovingfamily.

Thank you, Dad,for the opportunity ofa lifetime. To myfriends, especialy Nix and Nat, I love you all and acceptyoufor
who you are— nothing else. Shawnigan will always hold a place in my heart. I owe special thanks to Mr. Detchonfor his

guidance andfriendship. Thanks also to Christopherfor being my anchor, support and the best brother in the world!

"When the night has been too lonely, and the road has been too long, and you think that love is onlyfor the lucky and
the strong. Just remember in the winter, far beneath the bitter snow, lies the seed that with the sun 's love, in the

spring, becomes the rose...

"

Ronald Chan Hartl 4 yearsHong Kong

House Prefect

Despite the cold, rainy, dark winter, the tight, long timetable and the draggy weekends, SLS has always been a pleasant

place to live. Firstly, I would like to thank my parents not onlyfor their support, but also paying this x-amount ofmoney

for me to study in a nice place like this. Secondly, I would like to thank all the caring people that I have met over myfour
years here at S.L.S. Thirdly, I would like to thank the Schoolfor giving me such a wide range of opportunity.

Finally, I would like to thank particularly some special people: my advisor, Mr. Cox, both my House Directors (Ripley's

and Hartl) and Mrs. Dfor all her moral support! I'll miss you all...
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Wttytl€ Chill Taipei, Taiwan Lonsdale's 4 years

House Prefect

I have changed a lot in my three and halfyears at SLS. It has become a part of me. I will always remember those that I

care about here. Being the oldest graduate is a little difficult at times, but my friends are always there to support me and

cheer me up whenever I need them. I would like to thank my House Director, Mr. Felix , my Advisor, Mr Leary and my Art

teacher, Mr. Rolston. Best wishes to a girl I most care about, I will neverforget you.

"Keep your noses clean boys. " —M. Felix

Helena Chou Groves

'

House Prefect

4 yearsTaipei, Taiwan

Yearbook Editor

Many thanks, especially to my parents who put up with my craziness during thefouryears I was here. Also to my roomate

forfour years (hint, hint), thanksfor putting up with my many mood swings. I know when you arefed up with me. And
to all the teachers who thought I didn 'tpay attention in their class or didn 't care, I did.

Yvonne Chou Groves

'

4 yearsTaipei, Taiwan

House Prefect

I remember in Grade 9, wondering how I would ever be able to go through three more years of Shawnigan, yet as the

memory remains fresh in my mind, graduation is just months away. Thanks go out to all three of my advisors and to

Mr. Candelariafor having so much patience with me. To myfellow Taiwanese Grads, especially those who came the same

year as me, I'll see you in Taiwan. Also, to those not graduating with me - Serena, Alex, Nicole, Mimi, and Lisa - best of

luck to you guys. To Gaby and Zein, who both "ditched" me - at least one of us made it! Lastly, thanks to my parents for

sending me here, and to my twinnie Helena - 1 couldn 't have made it by myself.

Carolyn Cooper 2 yearsDhahran, Saudi Arabia School

House Prefect

I want to thank all my bestfriendsfrom Saudi, especially you, Shell, who have kept in touch and always reminded me that

I am not alone. Thanks to Liz Spry for showing me the meaning of true courage andfor being the best roommate ever.

Thanks to my baby brother for always making me laugh. Thanks to my sister for just being you. I also want to deeply

thank my little Danish boy for all his endless support and devotion. Most of all, I want to especially thank my parentsfor

all their love during the vast separation of the past two hard years. I'll neverforget any ofyou and I love you all.

"Reach for the moon. Ifyou fall short you may land on a star" —anonymous

Lonsdale 's AnnexMichael CwmptOn Princeton BC
Head ofAnnex

I have not been here long, yet the time I have spent has been memorable. I have made some friends that I won 'tforget.

1 year

"There is no time to think out there, you just move and react. " —Joe Kane
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LOby i^Uultt Edmonton AB Copeman's 5 years

Head ofHouse

My time at Shawnigan has beenfull ofgreat memories. I'll hold on to themforever. When I become old and lose my mind
and walk off into the woods and build a tree fort, I shall cherish the memories ofS.L.S. For these memories I must thank

my parents. I appreciate the sacrifices you made to give me this opportunity and experiences I couldn 't have dreamed of.

Thanks to Mr. Robertson for everything and to Mr. Patel and Mr. Samuelfor all the rugby seasons. Mr. Leary, save my
bench. As final words, Mr. and Mrs. Hall thanks for being there, I know I wasn 't always a prince.

"Every time I turn around I seefaces that look so unreal. Every time I say exactly how Ifeel. And when I look atyou I see

a different side each and every time. " —Pennywise

Noelle Daigle Groves

'

5 yearsWhitehorse YT

Captain ofRugby

Well it's been a slice, I can 't even begin to say all the things there are to say. I would like to thank my parents, grandpar-

ents and all the authoritative figures in my life who have contributed to the character that I am today, whether it is good

or bad. To my friends, who are more likefamily, I hope we always remember, and neverforget, the good things that came

out of ourfriendships.

"We 're not crazy we 're just institutionalized" —unknown

Lisa Dakin Kaye 's 4 yearsHong Kong

House Prefect

Its been 4 years, but it stillfeels like yesterday when I walked through the gates to my new 'home away from home'.

The friendships I have made here will neverfade in my memory. To Jane, Suz, Shelley and Kristin "...For the rest of

your days... " (thanks Suz for the trek). Thanks Shelley for all the unforgetable memories you have shared with me, and

to Kristin for believing in me. To my little roomie and to my Kaye's girls - keep smiling. Thanks to my special one. Last

but not least • to my family, I couldn 't have done it without you. May Tuesday nights live on...

"When the going seems uphill, just think of the view from the top. " —unknown

Shelly Dale Vernon BC Groves

'

3 years

Thanks to my parents and Stacey for all the love and support.. To Cyd and Lisa, I couldn 't have made it without you

guys. Thanks for always being therefor me. Jane, don 'tforget Mexico and our sunrises, and Suz, we corrupted Julie.

Words can 't describe Groves' House. To Kristin, Jane, Suz and Lisa, "Hakuna Matata.

"

Karina Dube Toronto ON School 5 years

House Prefect

Fve often dreamt about what life would be like after Shawnigan, but now that the time has actually come I realize how

fast the years have gone by, and how much I will miss this place. Five years here have given mefriendships and memories

that I will neverforget. I want to thank my Mom, Dad, Grandma and Grandpa. You have given me more than I could ever

askfor by sending me here. Thank you Jane, Kristin, Michele, Jess, Danielle andAusten for allyour support throughout

the years. Kathryn, I know we will keep in touch forever. Fll miss our laughs (and cries) together. Nadir, thanksfor all the

memories we've built together, they will never be forgotten. To all of the rest of the Grads, good luck in the future.

"Beginnings are usually scary and endings are usually sad, but it's the middle that counts. " —unknown.
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Morgan Evans Terrace BC Copeman's 3 years

Senior House Prefect Captain of Squash

These three years at Shawnigan have passed "like a dream away" but the memories they have created will neverfade. All

my love goes to my parentsfor believing in every step ofmyjourney and standing behind me at all times. Thank you to my
teachers andfriends for a memorable three years, to Dylan for spending my last year with me, and to Ryan for Sven 's et

al. To Domonique, thank you for being so close to me.

"Never take life too seriously, no-one gets out alive anyway. " —anonymous

Sarah Evans Edmonton AB Renfrew 3 years

House Prefect

I would like to thank all the girls in my Housefor being who they are andfor being there and supporting me . Most ofall,

though, I would like to thank the " super six"for being my friends andfor acting like my sisters, I will miss you most.

Also I would like to thank Mrs. Patel and her husbandfor being the best House Directors I could have hopedfor. I would

also like to thank their daughter, Mitali, for her smiles and laughter. Thank you everyone.

"pain is the appetizer which makes pleasure all that more palatable" —unknown

"a mount may lookjaggedfor the north and yet a snowballfrom the south, but they are the same moutain, just a

different point of view" —unknown

Ian Galbraith Lake's 4 yearsVernon BC
Deputy Head ofHouse

Shawnigan is an exceptional place, some love it, others hate it. It's a place full of ups and downs, but I have learned to

take the good with the bad and keep my head up even in the worst cases. Thanks to my Dadfor always wanting the best

for me, and to my Mom, your loving memory will neverfade. My brothers were great these lastfour years, always

helping me out. A special thanks to Molly for always being therefor me. Thanks to Mr. Robertson for always looking

outfor me. And thanks to Mr. Wyattfor being such a great influence andfriend. My only advice to people is don 't

spend your life studying because the only difference between genius and stupidity is that genius has its limits.

Nicole Gibbs Groves

'

2 yearsHong Kong

House Prefect

Shawnigan: an experience and a memorable one indeed. When I look back over the past two years, I'm surprised I made
it thisfar. It has been a roller-coaster ofa ride and I wouldn 't have been able to make it without the love and support ofmy
incredible parents. Thank you also to the Groves' Grade 12's who added spice and laughter to my life. And last, but

certainly not least, HKIS Seniors: I can 't believe I survived these last two years without you. You know where my heart

truly belongs. Grad Class of '99: 1 wish all ofyou success and happiness in the future. TAKE CARE.

"To the faithful departed and those left behind, there is a light that never dies ... " —The Cranberries

David Giovando Nanaimo BC Lonsdale 's 5 years

School Prefect Deputy Head ofHouse
This School has done a lotfor me and has greatly changedme over the past 5years. It taught me how to work and how to have

fun. I will neverforget all ofthe experiences that the school has given me. The sea kayaking trip to Vargas island and all ofthe

Ski Week trips to Manning Park. I had a great time at the School and would like to thank my parents, my Grandma and the

rest ofmyfriends andfamilyfor helping me get here and supporting me along the way. I would also like to thank Mr. Felix

and all the boys in Lonsdale's House for making my stay at the school a fun and eventful one. Also Mr. Sigfstead for
introducing kayaking and so many other things I would have otherwise never tried. I will always remember sewing with Ian

and Alex and thefun I had in the House with Parsons and Marcus whom I'd like to wish a Happy Birthday.

"Yeah, they're always after me lucky charms ... " —Patty O'Brien
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Natalie Grist Riyadh, Saudi Arabia Renfrew 3 years

Deputy Head ofHouse
There are so many things I could say and so many thank-yous I owe, but there 's no possible way I could write that all down
here. I couldn 't have made it through this year without your love, Mom, Mike, Dad, Paul, Matt, Shannon, Jenny, and
especially my Grade 12 Renfrew buddies. Everyone was always therefor me and always supported everything I wanted to do.

Mrs. Patel, you are amazing and there 's no way on earth I will everforgetyour beauty and strength. Don 't cry !!

Ipromise I'll stay in touch. Love to everyone who helped me, you may never know who you are, but I do and I'll never

forget you!

"For those who believe, no explanation is needed For those who don't believe, no explanation is possible. " —Matt'sfavourite quote

Arthur Guest Lonsdale 's 2 yearsVancouver BC
House Prefect

The last two years ofmy life have gone by too fast, but my time here was long enough for me to gather more memories

than I can think of For this, I want to thank everyone who was worth remembering or did any of the little things that

are worth remembering, especially anyone who made me laugh or helped me make otherpeople laugh. Also, I'd like to

thank all the teachers and coaches who got me through all "the important things " I had to do. But most importantly,

I'd like to thank my parentsfor everything they have donefor me in the last eighteen years.

"It's not size that matters in life, it's only the first two ... that count. " — Kim Madsen

Kate Hamilton Edmonton AB Kaye's 3 years

Head ofSchool Captain of Volleyball

It's hard to believe that three years have gone by already - three years oflaughs, smiles, tears andfriendships, ofwhich I

will remember every moment. Thefriends that I have made are what makes the experience as special as it is. Thanksfor

all ofthe incredible memories and although we part, I'm sure that ourpaths will cross again soon. This chapter of life is

coming to a close. I loved it with all ofmy might and will miss it with all ofmy heart. To Mum and Dad, thank you so

much. I love you.

"Work like you don 't need the money, Love like you 've never been hurt, Dance like nobody 's watching. " —Amy Taylor

Stephen Hay Victoria BC
Captain of Sailing

5 yearsCopeman 's

House Prefect

First off to my parents, thank you for sending me here and making countless trips from Victoria to get me. Thanks, I

appreciate it. Next to myfriends, withoutyou the pastfive years would have been much less enjoyable. You are what I will

miss after leaving this school. Thanks to the boys ofCopeman 's, especially the Grade 12 'sfor keeping it interesting. We

may be write-offs but we hadfun. Lastly , I would like to thank all my coaches, teachers and the Copeman 's House staff.

I have learned a lotfrom you even if I don 't readily admit it.

"Life is anything that dies when you stomp on it. " — Dave Barry

Suzanne Hay Victoria BC Groves

'

4 years

Shawnigan was supposed to be something in my life that I had to overcome. It turned into many memorable memories

that I will neverforget. Thanks to my friends who were always therefor me, I couldn 't have done it without you. To my
Mom and Dad, thanksfor the love and support. To the girls, Wednesday mornings weren 't always the best, but it allpaid

offthat afternoon. To Lisa, Jane, Shelley, Kristin "Hakuna Matata". Cheers to the Grads of '99 1 hope to seeyou all in the

future. Kerbie and Jane We made it!!!!!
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Robert HeatOU PortAlberni BC Lake's 5 years

House Prefect

Thank you: to my parents for paying for all this, and putting up with me; to my friends, you I have trusted; to five

generations ofGrads before me; to myfive Advisors andfour House Directors, mostly to Mr. Wyatt. Thank you finally to

my Dad, my bestfriend, who has my biggest debt ofgratitude. I will not forget this school; I've never had a regret, five

years offond memories.

"Success is notfinal, failure is notfinal: it is the courage to continue that counts" —Winston Churchill

"Even afool knows that you can't touch the stars, but it does not stop a wise man from trying" — "Harry Anderson"

* 1 1 -

1
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Thiemo Heinrich Verden, Germany Copeman 's 1 year

When I was on my way to Shawnigan I had many expectations and ideas about how life here would be. Well, none of

them became reality. It was a year with huge mountains but also rolling valleys, which leaves a picture behind with a

variety ofmemories. Feelings; like comingfrom another planet, trying to socialize with people using hand-signals and

mime and having the big honour of being part of the Wolfpack and the Butterfly Clan. Experience; like never swearing

in class and never trying to tackle Bambam. First of all I would like to thank my family for kicking me into this New
World and making it possiblefor me to come here. I also thank all the people who made this whole year such a great

experience.

Saul Hilchey Nanaimo BC
School Prefect

5 yearsCopeman 's

House Prefect

Thanks Mom and Dad, for always believing in me and giving me the opportunity to attend Shawnigan; I have thor-

oughly enjoyed my five years here and Ifeel it has been a worthwhile investment. Thanks to Mr. Detchon (a.k.a. Rev)

for all the good times andfor putting up with me - it's been a greatfour years. Richardyou 've been a true friend, keep

in touch. Finally, to Mrs. Dairymple, you 've stuck with me through thick and thin, I will neverforget you and all

you've done for me.

"Lack ofplanning on your part does not constitute an emergency on my part" —Anonymous

Jennifer Hill Shawnigan Lake BC Kaye 's 5 years

Life will inevitably move us all in different directions; however, the memories that we share will tie us to-

getherforever. I would like to thank myfamilyfor giving me this experience, and Mrs. D. and myfriendsfor

making it among the best ofmy life.

Lonsdale 's 5 yearsRichard Hodgkinson caigary ab
House Prefect

My years at Shawnigan have seemed too short but the memories I will carryfor a lifetime. I would like to thank my
Mom and the rest ofmy family for making my stay at Shawnigan possible. I would also like to thank Steele my
roommate, Saul and all the Londale 's guys for their support andfriendship. Also to Mr. Felix and the rest of the House

Staff They have all helped immensely in my life here at Shaw.

" There is no stronger bond offriendship than a mutual enemy!" —Frankfort Moore 111
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Karl Holmqvst Dubai, UAE Copeman's 2 years

Captain of Ice Hockey House Prefect

The two years that I have been at Shawnigan have been an interesting experience. I'd like to thank my parents for
sending me here, my teachersfor being here, and my friends for accepting me here. To Ryan, good luck with thefuture
venture, and to Morgan, it'll be a blast, literally, at that cabin. Mr. Grass, I've yet to see thatflyingfish, the wiggling one,

but maybe it's something I'll get. Mr. Anderson, thanksfor the movies and hopefully I'll make it to the Parthenon some-
time soon, "Si Hoc Legere Sic Nimium Eruditionis Habesl"

"When I consider this carefully, Ifind not a single property which with certainty separates the waking state from the

dream. How can you be certain that your whole life is not a dream ? '

'
—Descartes

Matthew Horn Lake's 3 yearsAbqaiq, Saudi Arabia

Senior House Prefect

It has been a short three years here at Shawnigan, that I wish would have gone by a little more slowly so I could have

enjoyed them a little more. I would like to wish the best of luck to all the guys of Lake's and Mr. Wyatt. Thanksfor the

great number ofmemories of Shaw. Moreover, special thanksfor my parents who made it possiblefor me to have a

great three years of high school.

"I get by with a little helpfrom my friends, I get high with a little helpfrom my friends" —Lennon and McCartney

"Let us be thankfulfor the fools. Butfor them the rest of us could not succeed. " —Mark Twain

Robert Houston Sandspit BC Lonsdale 's 3 years

House Prefect

I would like to say thank you to Mom and Dad for giving us the opportunity of a lifetime and for getting me out of
Sandspit. Also to my brothers, John, Peter and Tearakau for giving me that helping hand. To Shawnigan, thanksfor the

opportunity to widen my horizon andfor all the wonderful memories thatyou gave me. A special thanks to Mr. Felix, Mr.

Samuel, Mr. Robertson and Mr. Patelfor teaching a wicked game that changed my life, andfor watching outfor me on

and offthefield. To Kylie, thank youfor being there when I neededyou andfor all the good times we had together. To the

boys, thanksfor all the good laughs that made my stay here a lotfunnier.

"This too shall pass " — often quoted by David Robertson

David Huang Ripley 's 4 yearsBurnaby BC
House Prefect

Four years have gone by amazingly fast. I can 't believe that I am saying goodbye to Shaw, a place where I spentfour

years ofmy life. I would like to thank my parentsfor giving me the opportunity to come to Shawnigan, to all the teachers

and coaches who caredfor me and all myfriends who made my life at Shaw enjoyable and unforgetable. Thank you all

at Shawnigan who made the pastfouryears ofmy life what they were. To my bros, Wayne and Rich: We are almost there.

I wishyou guys the best ofluck nextyear no matter whereyour next stops may be. Bye Shawnigan ! Memories ofShawnigan

are forever...

Laura Johnson Kaye 's 3 yearsKelowna BC
House Prefect

I am taking with me a heartfilled with memories,

I am moving on to grab hold ofmy dreams,

I am leaving knowing I am a stronger person.

Thank you, Mom and Dad, for letting go. Thank you Lindsayfor being there, even when I couldn 't be. And thank you

to all that have added something to my life.

"Dream as ifyou'll live foreever. Live as ifyou'll die today" —James Dean
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Devon Johnston Cortes Island BC Lake 's 4 years

School Prefect Head ofHouse

It is really kindafunny trying to pick things outfrom such an experience and relate them in such a way so as to give an

impression of what it might be like, so I won % 'cause I can 't. I would thank anyone who felt like they contributed to my
time here because hey - it's the thought that counts ! Thanks to all the guys. Iam truly gratefulfor all ofthe generosity that

myfamily has shown me and the curious balance ofmorals and views thatMum andDad give to me: andfouryears later

it was complete: what a rush! (pun intended.)

"Cultivation of the mind is as important as that of the body " —Bruce Lee

Austen Kenzie Victoria BC Lonsdale's 5 years

House prefect

lean 't tellyou how much thesepastfiveyears have meant to me. Growing upfrom an immature little brat into a more or less

mature adult. Shawnigan has molded and sculptedme into theperson I will befor the rest ofmy life. My time here has been

the most incrediblefiveyears ofmy life and I'm sad to see it end, even though Iknow many more adventures lie ahead. I want

to thank allmyfriends, especially Stu, who have stuck by me, and to the Lonsdale 's boys who I love like my own brothers. All

this wouldn 't have been possible without the care and support ofmy lovingparents, and I owe them much more than I could

ever return.

"It takes courage to grow up and turn out to be who you really are. " —e.e. cummings

"Ifyou only knew all the love that Ifound. " —Bradley Nowell (Sublime)

Casey Klaizner Ripley's :> yearsSurrey BC
House Prefect

I don 't think I would be at Shawnigan at all if it weren 'tfor Jordan. All the times we had will never be matched. Next is

Natalie, you are always there to make me smile, love always. To all the Grade 12's in Ripley's, much love. Mom, Dad I

thank you so muchfor giving me this opportunity. When I'm a billionaire I'llpay you back! Can 'tforget Joe back home
who alwaysfound a way to keep me in trouble (1 76st.). To the rest ofthe Grad Class: thanksfor always being a part ofmy
jokes! I'm out.

"In this life you can 't press stop I Then press rewind I Gotta live to the fullest neverfollow behind no man I Have your

own plan, expandyour mind" —Xzibitz

Seppe Laudisio Abbotsford BC
House Prefect

Copeman 's 4 years

I would like to thank my parentsfor sending me to Shawnigan. It was a very worthwhile experience. On behalfofall the

guysfrom Ski Week '98 we wouldjust like to say hi to all ourfriends. And at this year's Ski Week we all came out clean-

cut. Thanks to everyone, I could not have done it without you guys.

Chanson Lee Kaohsiung, Taiwan Lake's 3 years

Thanks to Mom and Dad who made my dream come true and thanks to Mr. Wyatt who made my dream more enjoyable.

Everything at Shawnigan will become the past but it will never beforgotten. Good luck to Lake 's House and remember it

is not the end, but the beginning of the nextjourney.
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Richard Leung Hong Kong Copeman 's 4 years

House prefect

I thank my Mom and Dadfor supporting me through thefour years ofa "wonderful" experience. Dave and Wayne, we

have been through so much, and let us not forget the great memories that we have gathered here. Chaplin, it was a

pleasure to have you with us this year and I hope to meet up with you in our "paradise ". Best wishes to Mimi, Cynthia,

Tina, Yvonne, Lisa, and Camille. Daphne, our dreams did come true, and that was why it was a greatyearfor me. I will

neverforget any ofyou!

"Eitheryou define the moment or the moment will define you " —Tin Cup

Vivian Leung Hong Kong

House Prefect

Kaye's 3 years

I can still remember the first day I came to Shawnigan. I was depressed, homesick and had no idea what everyone was

talking about. But it was Mrs. D who gave her time and patience to help me through this bad time. I would also like to

thank three important teachers: Mr. Lane, Mr. Cox and Mr. Leary, because without them, I could never have done so well

in their subjects. Also to my parents, who made the right choice offorcing me to come here, and my "dai lo ", Vincent—
thank you!!

Danielle Malan School 5 yearsHong Kong

House Prefect

Well, spendingfive years at Shawnigan takes a big chunk out ofyour life and I can hardly believe that it's all over. During

my time here I've made some really closefriends as well as lots ofmemories that I'll neverforget. First of all, I would like

to thank my parents for always being therefor me. Jessica, neverforget all ofour laughs and crazy moments. Dave, you

are an awesome person andfriend, and to my brother Derek, good luck.

"Face the thing you fear, andyou do away with thatfear. " —unknown.

"Whateveryou are doing, loveyourselffor doing it Whateveryou arefeeling, love yourselfforfeeling it." —Thadeus Golas.

Michele Mamacos Vancouver BC
School Prefect

School

Head ofHouse

4 years

I have been dreading this moment since I began myjourney at Shawnigan. I never thought that graduating could

bring so many emotions together. Mom and Dad, thanksfor your patience and support... There are so many memories

embedded in my mind and so many people who made thesefour years amazing. Thanks to: Molly and Benfor saving

me, Court, Liz and Ingafor your cuddles, "the guys "for keeping me sane, Grumpy - "WOW" and Karinafor intro-

ducing me to my therapist. To School House, I love you all to pieces! XOXOXO

"I wasn 't kissing him; I wasjust whispering in his mouth. " —unknown.

'

Sarah Marshall

Thanks Mom and Dad!

Halifax NS

School Prefect

Groves

'

3 years

Captain ofRowing

"Do or do not. There is no try. " —"Yoda" (The Empire Strikes Back)
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AleX MaSOn North Vancouver BC Copeman's 3 years

House Prefect

I'd like to thank my Dadfor sending me here, because if he hadn 't, I would have missed out on many important experi-

ences which have shaped my life. I'd especially like to thank Mr. Sigfsteadfor being a great teacher and coach, without

him I would never have been introduced to Whitewater kayaking.

"It's my happenin baby and itfreaks me out" —Austin Powers

Mitchell McDowell Lake's 5 yearsCreston BC
House Prefect

I'd like to thank my Mother and Fatherfor believing in me, and thanks to my brotherfor giving me courage, and

thanks to my sisterfor giving me the motivation to succeed. Thanks Mr. Wyatt, for being therefor me when I needed

you. For my friends, I hope you enjoy your lives. And to the one I love, thank you Siina.

"We are not now that strength which in old days moved earth and heaven, that which we are, we are— one equal temper

of heroic hearts, made weak by time and fate, but strong in will to strive, to seek, to find, and not to yield.

"

—Alfred, Lord Tennyson

Scott McKendry White Rock BC
School Prefect

Ripley 's 2 years

I'm free! I never thought this day would ever come soon enough, but time has slipped through my fingers. To Mom and

Dad, you guys were always therefor me andfor that I can never thank you enough. Thank youfor sacrificing so much to

get me here, it was a rocky road but Ifinally did it! To all the boys and girls back in the "rock", I thank you and love you

all for being the best offriends. To those who were there through thick and thin, I will keep you in my heart and never

forget you. To Sanlan, I will always love you...

r

Nadir Meratla Whistler BC Lake's 4 years

Deputy Head ofHouse
Isolated conveniently in the middle of nowhere, I enter the gates of an institute similar to that of Alcatraz ... four years

later I would learn that this is the mostfacilitatedyouth detention camp ever. I would like to thank: Johnnie Wfor all of §

those memorable moments, the Nurses for all their continual support, Mr.Wyatt for passing out in the Hospital when I

needed a good laugh, Martin and Chrisfor all the good times. Special Thanks to Karinafor Everything. Thanks Shawnigan.

It's been wonderful!

Jane Mitchell School 5 yearsVancouver BC
House Prefect

Five years at Shawnigan are hard to sum up in one paragraph. I know that I owe a lot of it to myfriends, without whom it

would have been practically impossible, I'll neverforget any ofyou! To Kristin and Suz, I can 't believe we made it, I'll

miss you both so much next year! And Shelly, neverforget our adventure in Mexico and all the good times there. Most

importantly to my parents for their unconditional love and support. To Suz, Kris, Shelly and Lisa, neverforget,

"philosphy".

"Now may the warming love offriends I Surround you as you go I Down the path of love and laugther I Where happy

memories grow" —Helen Lowrie Marshall
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Craig Mracek

It's time to go home.

Vancouver BC Lake's 2 years

Ryan Neumann Edmonton AB Ripley's 1 year

"... the only one that can help you, is you!" —Jill Horbay

This is the quote that inspired me to come to Shawnigan. Being at this school has brightened my academics and
improved my social habits immensely. I owe this whole year to the support ofmy mother Monica, father John, sister

Deanna and bestfriend Armand. Also thanks to Mr. Robertson and the Stapff Family. Before private school, I could

see the Island; Shawnigan taught me to swim. A special thanks to the Samuels and the House. "Hello Neumann!"
Shawnigan has done a lotfor me that I will neverforget.

"Being random and loving cars is good" —"Neumann "

Sandra Orlandi LosAngeles CA Kaye's 5 years

Deputy Head ofHouse Captain of Basketball

After 5 years at Shawnigan, I can 't believe it's time to pack up my things and move on. I can t say Im not excitedfor what

lies ahead, but I'm sure III neverforget the past. I must thank myfriendsfor all the memories we 've made andfor always
putting up with my complaints about the weather. (You know who you are.) I want to thank my family for their support

and my parentsfor making it allpossible. Mom, thank youfor always believing in me and being there when I neededyou

most. Ciao!

"One day in some far offplace, 1 1 will recognize yourface, 1 1 won 't say good-bye my friend, I For you and I will meet

again. " —Tom Petty

Tony Orlandi Los Angeles CA Copeman 's 5 years

Well , it's been a longfive years in ShawShank. Thanks Mom and Dadfor giving me the opportunity ofa lifetime. Mr.

Patel, Mr. Samuel and Mr. Robertson, the title of Coach doesn 't express what you have taught me. To the boys, it's

been fun, and to the girls, well, you 've made it morefun ! Without the monthly mirror, the nightly food stops, and the

Tuesday traditions I wouldn 't have made it.

Let's Rock and Roll...

Jessica Palmer 4 yearsPort Alice, BC School

Deputy Head ofHouse

The pastfour years at Shawnigan have filled my life with so many opportunities find memories, of which I will never

forget. Danielle, neverforget the times we've had. I wish you the best of luck in the future. To all the School House

girls and my closestfriends, I'm going to miss you guys so much. To my parents and my older brothers, thank you for

all your support and encouragement.

"Some people come into our lives and quickly go. Some stayfor a while and leave footprints on our hearts. And we are

never, ever the same. " —Unknown

"Knowlege is love and light and wision. " —Helen Keller
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Rupinder Parhar Riyadh, Saudi Arabia Renfrew 3 years

Head ofHouse School Prefect

Time flies when you 're enjoying yourself. Shawnigan was an opportunity that allowed me to do just that. Mom and Dad
you meanthe world to me. Thank you from your little princess. My lovefor you is truly endless. Mr. and Mrs. Patel -

both ofyou have made such a lasting impression in my heart. I love you. To my sisters of the super six, your love is

special. To all the wonderful, unique friends that I have made here, our memories are unforgettable. Thanks for all the

smiles, laughs, and happiness you brought me. Renfrew - you have become a part of me, and I thank you.

" What's in a name? That which we call a rose by any other name would smell as sweet. " — William Shakespeare.

Jordan Pestell Ottawa, ON
House Prefect

Ripley 's 4 years

Thank God I'm almost done. Next year I live a real life.

Brett Pinkerton Oakville ON
School Prefect

Lonsdale 's

Head ofHouse

3 years

I would like to thank a number ofpeople that have helped me throughout my Shawnigan career. First I would like to

thank all the guys of Lonsdale's for the endless fun. Thanks Brock, Rob, Gio , Bateson, Arff Fife and Jenny. I

would also like to thank my parents for the doors they opened by sending me here. Finally, I would like to thank all of

my coaches, from Basketball to Rugby, for all the time they have contributed to my development.

"Fm like ice baby! If I don't like you you've got problems" — "Cosmo Kramer"

"The sea was angry that day my friends, like an old man trying to take soup back in a deli" — "George Costanza"

Kimberly Raabe Abbotsford BC Kaye 's 1 year

Although my year here was short, it will be one of the most remembered yearsfor all its good times andfor the memories

it created. Thank you to all the girls, and especially the Grade 12 's, in Kaye 's House. You are all individually, uniquely

special and Ifeel privileged to have spent a year with all ofyou. A special thankyou to my parents for always standing

behind me and supporting me in everything that I do, and to my sister Kelly... I love you lots.

"To be able to discover new oceans, you must have the courage to lose sight of the shore" —Unknown

Joshua Ray 2 yearsQueen Charlotte Islands BC Ripley's

House Prefect

Thanks to the most influential and important people in my life, my mother, Judith Kerr, my father, Geoff Ray, my
sister, Charlotte (La) Ray and my niece, Shae-Lynn Pearson— the most adorable little girl in the world. I would also

like to thank Mr. Samuelfor taking the time looking after the House and Mrs. Samuelfor her motherly touch and
work in the House.

-out of the "Bubble" onto the "Rock"-

"Imagination is more important than knowledge. Knowledge is limited. Imagination encircles the world. " — Einstein
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Jon Reynolds Calgary AB Ripley 's 3 years

Afew thank-yousfrom a grateful kid. First ofall, thanks to my Momfor making many sacrifices to send me here. Thanks

to Mr. Robertson and Mr. Samuelfor havingfaith in me and giving me a second chance. Thanks to my friendsfor always

being there when I came home. Thanks to the "friends" at Ski Week in Grade 11 for putting me offpeach juicefor good.

As much as I love and will miss Shawshank, I am glad to be bursting the bubble that surrounds us all.

"Oi boy, have you been smoking opium out of that pipe?" —Rhodri Samuel

"Nadir, I am notjoking, get rid of it" —Scott Rickard

Natalie Ridout Groves

'

3 yearsVictoria BC
House Prefect

Shawnigan has taught me the meaning oftruefriendship, the kind that lasts a lifetime. Many people have contributed to

my time here, but afew stand out. Thank you to Mom and Dadfor choosing me, I love you both so much, and to Ben for
being the bestest "little" brother in the world, even ifyou were a "surprise" =) Big Hugs to Sejra, we came out on top, and

to Camara, thank you for being you, and to Beth, I love you. I don 't know what 1 'd do without you. To all my little sisters,

you know who you are, thank you. To Groves' Grade 12's, we made meetings fun =) keep in touch girls =) Last but not

least, to everyone who ever hugged me and meant it ... thank you, you 're the ones who made it all worthwhile.

Russell Robertson 5 yearsShawnigan Lake BC Lake's

School Prefect House Prefect

The quickestfive years ofmy life havejustpassed and if I had one wish I wouldfix all the mistakes I have made in those

years. Time flies when you have fun. Robert Down, don 't do anything I would do and Eric Murdoch, treat Grade 12 as

your last, for there will never be a yearyou can compare it to. To my Mom and Dad, thanking you would never be enough

to show how much I appreciate everything you have donefor me. Oh, and Suzie, you were right!

"Ifyou keep jerking my chain, be prepared to suffer the consequences " —Mark Wyatt

Jay Ross Edmonton AB Lonsdale 's 1 year

This has been the most memorable year of my life. I would like to thank my parents for giving me this opportunity of a

lifetime. I would also like to thank all the people who have made my short time here at Shawnigan so much fun. I will

always remember those times. Thank you to all the Lonsdale 's boys: Pink, Geo, Brock, Robbie, Arfer, Rich, Stu, Showval,

Austin, Wayne and last, but not least, Bateson. Finally I'd like to thank all the teachers who have supported me.

Heather Schaan Victoria BC Kaye's 3 years

House Prefect

I think that the time I spent here is something I'll never regret. I've learned a lot and grown in ways that I don 't think I

could have anywhere else. Thanks to everyone who offered their support, knowledge or just made me smile. There are

tons ofyou, but I especially want to thank Kate, Laura, Sarah Marshall and all the other Kaye's house Grade 12 's (and

Mrs.D!). You guys all make me happy, I'll miss you. And Meri, I like you a lot. Austen, I really enjoyed arguing with you.

Thanks so much to my parents for pointing me in the right direction and supporting me all the way. I love you and

couldn 't have come this far without you.
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Melailie Schellenberg Williams Lake BC Groves' 2 years

Senior House Prefect

My two years at Shawnigan have been an unforgettable experience and I leave with countless memories. I will always

cherish the good times at Groves' and the spirit of the girls who live there. Many thanks to Mr. and Mrs. Grass for the

guidance towards success. Barbara, Dominique and Fiona you are three amazing sisters; take care while I'm gone!

Thanks to Chittrafor being at the other end ofthe line to cheer me up. And Jason, thankyouforyour continuous love and

support. Finally, I would like to thank Mom and Dadfor making Shawnigan an option. I love you both very much!

"Wheresoever you go, go with all your heart. " —Confucius

Kathryn Scheske Vernon BC
House prefect

Renfrew 3 years

There are so many things that I could say but it's so hard to fit everything in just afew words . Thanks to my parentsfor

giving me this opportunity, and to my secondfamily, the Renfrew girls, Mr. and Mrs.Patel and Mitali who have all made

everything so much more special. Thanks especially, Renfrew Grade 12 's, for all the support and memories thatyou have

given me. You will always be my sisters . Good luck nextyear Jon. Thanksfor all the advice Karina, and to Mrs. Patel and

Mrs. Bridge, I can 't wait to see you two in ten years with shaved heads.

"Put the ginch on your lid and start tossing" —Natalie Grist

Martin Scott Lake's

House Prefect

2 yearsDubai, UAE
Grad Class President

The mouse that runs through mazes reminds me of all the difficulties I have hit in the past two years. I suppose, optimis-

tically, there are those cookie-breaks with liquefied butter and cinnamon toast to remind me how extra special Shawnigan

is. Seriously, the food is good, weather's nice, rooms - BIG, and there's always the nervous giggle after sport on the

coldest day in the shower. Yet the classic irony ofthe graduate: "I'm totally going to miss this, " is somehowjustified. The

point is that it hasn 't been about those dead ends, but the maze itself. Thank God Ifound the end. Thankyoufriends, and

parents -for it all.

Richard Shimooka white Rock bc Lake's 3 years

I want to say thanks to Mom and Dad: I understand your sacrifice. To Mr. Hyde-Lay and Mr. Wyatt, thanks for

molding me into at least a semblance of a man. I learned afew lessonsfor my own good here, whether I had it beaten

into me or in three words by Mr. Samuel— "on the line.

"

"This is my 'depressed stance. ' When you 're depressed, it makes a lot of difference how you stand. The worst thing you

can do is straighten up and hold your head high because then you '11 start to feel better. Ifyou 're going to get any joy

out of being depressed, you 've got to stand like this. " — "Charlie Brown "

Brock Skelding Nanaimo BC Lonsdale 's 3 years

House Prefect

Thanks to the boys ofLonsdale 's, Jay, Joel, Dave, and even Brettfor being therefor me even when I wasn 't. Also to Mr.

Learyfor his open mind to my decisions and humour. Special thanks to Linsay, my sister, for her advice, support and love

throughout my childhood and life. You have helped me much more than I deserved. Robbie, your heart is even bigger

than you. Thanks to my Nanaimofriends, especially Colin, Cook, and Duncanfor opening up their homes andfridges to

me. To Shawnigan and all my friends I hope to see you at the top or at least somewhere in between.

"You can only be young once but you can be immature forever" —unknown
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Natalie Smith Calgary AB Groves' 2 years

Head ofHouse
Although my time here was short, I leave Shawnigan with some of the best memories of my life. The past 2 years have

meant so much to me, and taught me things I'll never forget. Thanks to Ms. Newns and the girls in Groves', I'll never

forgetyou guys. And Woolly, you 're the best! To Sarah and Kate X2, this isn 't the beginning ofthe end, but the end of the

beginning. You rock my world! Casey, I couldn't have made it through the year "Smiling" without you. Thanks for

always being there. Love always. Mike hang in there! It only gets better every year!Andfinally to my Mom and Dad, you

gave me the inspiration to never give up and always move on. I couldn 't have done it without you, I had the time ofmy
life! I love you!

Ross Springford Nanoose Bay BC Lonsdale 's I Hartl 5 years

Head of Hartl

The past five years have been the greatest of my life and the memories will last a lifetime. My time here has been

incredible and given the chance, I would do it again. I would like to thank my parents for sacrificing so much so I could

come here andfor their continuedguidance and support. Clarice, thanksfor being Big Sis. Thanks to Mr. Gfor taking me
underyour wing in Grade 9, guiding me in the right direction and treating me like a son. Finally, to the Grad Class - good
luck in whatever you may endeavour in yourfuture and yes, Nanoose Bay is exquisite!

"Never complain aboutfarmers with your mouth full" —unknown

"If it's worth doing, it's worth doing right" —Dad

Elisabet Spry Nanaimo BC
House Prefect

School 2 years

My two years at Shawnigan have been difficult yet memorable. I have made incrediblefriends and have amazing memo-
ries that I'll neverforget. Thank you to the people who have always been there during my toughest and greatest times.

You know who you are. A special thanks to Mom and Dadforyourpatience, understanding, and support. School House,

I'll neverforget you; you 're the best. To my juniors, always remember our midnight chats, and keep the tradition alive.

Piglet...I love you. To the people of Shawnigan and Grads of '99, I'll miss you and good luck in the future.

"Experience: that most brutal of teachers. But you learn, my God do you learn. " —C. S. Lewis

Domonique St Jean Nanaimo bc Kaye 's 5 years

House Prefect

Over 5 years I have accumulated many memories and here are afewfrom each year.From Grade 8 1 remember the expedi-

tion, newfaces, Joseph and theAmazing TechnicolouredDream Coat. In Grade 9 it was Oliver and Fagin 's gang. Grade10's
memories include Devon, Jesus Christ Superstar and the Europe Tour...ah we'll leave that in the Alps! In Grade 11 it was the

San Diego (69) Tour - NO MORE BAGELS!!!!, Jake and Colter, Giget and the wild one and Motel 6. This past year's

memories are pranks, raids, Morgan, Kayes/Ripley's bonding sessions, playing quarters, learning how to develop film, and

Ski Week! I'd like to thank my parents, myfriends and, most of all, Morgan (I love you to the moon and back!!).

" Knowing the value of time: snatch, seize and enjoy every moment of it!" —Anonymous

Scott Stewart Nanaimo BC Copeman 's 5 years

House Prefect

It's been a greatfive years and I'm sad to see it all go. There are so many people that I would love to thank, but above

all I would like to thank Mr. Robertson for believing in me when no one else would. I would like to give a special

thanks for every Copeman's House boy I have ever had the pleasure ofknowing. Finally, thanks Mom and Dadfor
everything.

"Don 't hate me because I'm beautiful"
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Kristin Storry Summerland BC School 5 years

Senior House Prefect

Afterfive long years I'vefinally graduated, but I couldn 't have made it thisfar alone. Suz and Jane, Wednesdays with you

were the highlight ofmy week! I will neverforgetyou. Lisa, you altered my Tuesdays, thanksfor the great talks. Kelly, you

were my support, thanksfor your pyjamas. Conor and Erik, thanksfor all the hugs. Scott, thanksfor always making me
smile. Trisha, thanksfor being at the other end ofthe phone when I neededyou. Mum and Dad, thanks is too small a word

to recognise your love and support. And to the rest of the Grad Class, I love you and I will miss you.

Julie Strilesky Groves

'

2 yearsDelta BC
Grad Class Vice-President House Prefect

As I came through the wrought-iron gates for the first time I was filled with apprehension. When I leave I'llfeeljust as

much hesitation. However, I know the experiences andfriendships I have developed here at Shaw will always be with me
as they give me the strength and courage to go on. Thanks to my Mom, for giving me this chance and to my Grandma -

1

couldn 't have made it without her support. To Andrew, thanksfor the laughs and to Mr. Grass, thanks for your wisdom.

Danica, you have taught me to believe in things like fate and destiny. Some of the memories I will neverforget are the

Field Hockey Nationals with Veronica, the most amazing coach ever. I also remember Thailand with my grandma, Scuba
diving in Fiji and Florence with Ginny. Cheers to myfriendsfrom home - we have many good memories. To the Grads of

'99, may your wildest dreams come true. Take comfort in the thought that in thesefew pages we live on, forever young.

Brendan Sutton Ripley 's 5 yearsComox BC
Deputy Head ofHouse

I will never be able tofully express how much Shawnigan has impacted on my life. All I can do is thank the people who

have made myfive years here so memorable. To my parents who are, and will always be, the most important people in my

life. To all my friends new and oldfor always being therefor me. To all the Ripley 's boys, I love ya. To Mr. Samuel and

Mr. Patel, thank you, for all your support and for always keeping my head firmly in place. This place was just the

beginning and now I'm finally free.

" AttaBoy Beny '

'
—Ben AHard

Sarah Turner Groves

'

3 yearsCalgary AB
House Prefect

Well, it's been afun past 3 years, with an especially eventful last one! Thanks Mum and Dadfor sure for putting me here,

thanks Nat squared, Cole, Jenn, Sarah, Kate, Ruby, Julie, Jess, Danielle, Kylie, Annie, and everyone that I've ever metfor

both being my bestfriends and my worst enemies! I know I'm not that easy to put up with, but thanks everyone herefor doing

so! I know that you '11 all miss me when I go. To those ofyou who know who you are, we '11 get the pickle pizza one day!

"People collect things; I collectflashlights. " —Saul

"And if I don 't make it, know that I lovedyou all along. " —Our Lady Peace

cs

Ali Twiss Kaye 's 5 yearsCalgary AB
House Prefect

I don 't think that I would have made it through five years at Shawnigan if it weren 'tfor my friends. You all know who
you are. It's incredibly hard to believe that I've spent almost one third ofmy life awayfrom home. To Mrs. D, thanksfor

being therefor me any time I needed it. I love and respectyoufor that. To Mom and Dad, thanksforpushing me. Deep-

down inside I know it helped. I love you both. I've been through so many good times in these pastfive years that they can

never be replaced. Thank you.

" The forest itself is magnificent, yet no tree is perfect " —Gye Raaz
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3 yearsRyait Walckuk Vancouver BC Copeman's

House Prefect

I've lasted to the end It's hard to believe that I've come this far. Thanks to my parents for their love and never-ending

support. I couldn't have made it without you. For my sister, I don't know what I would have done without your guidance

at certain moments. Thanks to Michelle, Devon, Ruby, and Mitch for listening to me whine, making things interesting,

andfor making life here at Shawnigan memorable. To Morgan, cheers to Sven 's! Need I say more?

"Courage and honour and pride, and pity and love ofjustice and of liberty. They all touch the heart, and what the

heart holds to becomes truth, asfar as we know truth. Do you see now? " — William Faulkner

Stuart Ward Brooks AB
House Prefect

Lonsdale 's 4 years

' Aequam Memento Rebus in Arduis Servare Mentem " —Horace

Christian White White Rock BC Lake's 2 years

Shawnigan atfirst, to me, was a school awayfrom home, but soon came to be my home away from home. My dorm

was no longer my dorm, it was my room. And my friends were no longer my friends, they were my family. I would like

to thank Mr. Patel and Mr. Samuelfor instilling in me a passion for rugby like no other; Mr. Robertson and Mr. Wyatt

for helping me to understand what values are all about. And a very special thank you to my father, for without him I

would not be the person I am now. Finally to Scott, without you I don 't know where I'd be. We finally did it.

Sarah Willie

loving and selfless parents

years ofups and downs

roommates who changed my fate

coaches that built my character

cherished memories

unforgettable experience

5 yearsQualicum Beach BC Kaye 's

Head ofHouse School Prefect

To all those who came in and out of my life at Shawnigan, thank you, you

made me smile. To Penny and Melissa, who did the dishes while I was gone,

I owe ya one. To the many who believed in me enough to have made this

possible, my deepest gratitude. It's taken me five years to figure out how

extraordinary this place is but it was well worth the wait.

"A positive attitude may not solve all your problems, but it will annoy

enough people to make it worth the effort. " —Herm Albright

Katherine Yang School 1 yearTaipei, Taiwan

House Prefect

This year in Shawnigan has been great. Many different experiences will become life-long, remarkable memories. Lots of

hugs for my lovely roommatesfor theirfriendship and consideration. Without Serena and her pig life would be so much

different ... Miss Palmer, the night study sessions have been great. Especially the "imaginary roller-coaster".... Jessica,

that was the best part of the night. Yvonne, I guess there are always things more fun than the "Dinner" itself. Many
thanks to all the people in School House. You people are wonderful! Finally, a special thanks to my loving parents.

Without their continuous support, I would not be here. I truly thank themfor their courage and understanding through-

out the lastfive years. I wish the Grad Class of '99 all the best and a brightfuture !

!
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This year we have the largest number offive-year veterans in the history of the School. Here are 27 of the 29 who

survived to graduate here from the 36 who started on theirjourney through the School in 1994. Wouldn't it be nice

to see what they looked like so long ago? Turn the page for a flashback to the Yearbook of 1994-95.

goodwishes to allof

1999
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The way they were
Allard, Ben
Althouse, Steele

Boyles, Jamie
Cubitt, Toby
Daigle, Noelle

Dube, Karina

Erickson, Angela

Galbraith, Ian

Giovando, David

Hay, Stephen

Heaton, Robert

Hilchey, Saul

Hodgkinson, Richard

Jarvis, Caitlin

Kenzie, Austen
Klaizner, Casey

ry - *

Malan, Danielle

McDowell, Mitchell^
Mitchell, Jane
Orlandi, Tony
Orlandi, Sandra

Pestell, Jordan

Robertson, Russell

Saric, Jake

What are you looking at?
Jane Mitchell wonders why
everybody's staring.

Seu, Martin

Sismey, Tyler

Springford, Ross

St. Jean, Domonique
Steinberg, Tracy

Stewart, Scott

Storry, Kristin

Sutton, Brendan
Twiss, Allison

Watson, Lauren

Willie, Sarah Jayne

Bon Voyage! Danielle canoe ride on Cowichan Lake

Malan, Sarah Willie, and during the Grade Eight

Noelle Daigle push off for a expedition.
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New Friends Noelle Daigle

Angela Erickson, Lauren

Watson and Jane Mitchell

made some good friends in

September. Guys Girls

Best Smile Ross Springford

Tyler Sismey
Angela Erickson

Kristen Stony

Best Looking Tony Orlandi

Tyler Sismey
Noelle Daigle

Lauren Watson

Most Friendly Steven Hay
David Giovando

Kristen Stony
Karina Dube

Cutest Saul Hilchey

Tony Cubitt

Kristen Stony
Sandra Orlandi

Nicest Eyes Tyler Sismey
Toby Cubitt

Lauren Watson
Noelle Daigle

Funniest Jordan Pestell

Tony Cubitt

Sandra Orlandi

Angela Erickson

Class Clown Jordan Pestell

Austin Kenzie

Sandra Orlandi

Alison Twiss

Best Sense of

Humour
Austin Kenzie

Toby Cubitt

Sandra Orlandi

Caitlin Jarvis

Most Athletic Russel Robertson

Ben Allard

Sarah Willie

Noelle Daigle
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The new Shaw Science Centre is due to

open in May and will provide much-
needed space and superior facilities for

the sciences. The School is very appre-

ciative of the Shaw family's outstand-

ing contribution.

Girls' rugby is

now a well es-

tablished and
popular sport at

Shawnigan. The

team is embark-

ing on what

promises to be

another success-

ful season.

Towards the end of the first term, a group of

Grade 11 students visited the Marine Biological

Station at Bamfield on the west coast of the Is-

land. We are fortunate indeed to have such a first-

rate facility within a day's drive, which allows

our students to explore and discover the wonders

ofmarine life. Unfortunately, the weather wasn't

the best this year but if you can't enjoy rain on

the West Coast perhaps you shouldn't be there!
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Recently Shawnigan hosted its first major
debating tournament. The Newman Fisa
debate was busy and exciting. Shawnigan
entered its finest in this high-calibre con-
test to compete with the best debaters on
the Island from St. Michael's, Glenlyon-
Norfolk and Queen Margaret's. Each
School entered fourjunior and four senior
teams. Around 140 Shawnigan students
were involved as competitors,judges, time-
keepers, moderators and even tour guides!
Mr. Szymanis bustled around busily wear-
ing a creased forehead that didn't go away
until two days after the "Main Event". He
earned the thanks of all the debaters. In
the end Shawnigan came out of the debate
bruised but smiling and some ofour results
were outstanding. At the top of the list

comes Junior debater David Dakin. He
capped an outstanding year with the sec-
ond place trophy. Austen Kenzie took 10th
place, Jon Reynolds 13th and Omar
Mawjee 14th. Well done all!

The boys' 1st. XV had a

most successful first

term's play. Captain Tim
Bowen-Roberts says they

are now looking forward
to more victories as they

enter the premier term for

rugby.

During the Spring Break Mr. Patel and
Mr. Samuel led a short Rugby tour to

the San Francisco area, where the three

games scheduled against teams from
Oakridge High, Sacramento Jesuit

School and College Park, San Jose pro-
duced two wins for Shawnigan. There
was time for a little shopping and sight-

seeing in the beautiful "City by the
Bay" before returning to Canada for

the rest of the holiday.
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